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Abstract 

 As the motor consumes more than 50% of total electrical energy produced in the world, 

the efficiency optimization of the motor is a burning issue in terms of saving energy and the 

environment. In modern days researchers display immense interest in the control of a high 

performing interior permanent magnet synchronous motors (IPMSM) drive for general industrial 

applications. The IPMSM is largely used in low and medium power applications such as adjustable 

speed drives, robotics, aerospace and electric vehicles due to its several advantageous features 

such as high power density, greater flux weakening capability, high output torque, high power 

factor, low noise, robustness and high efficiency as compared to the dc motors and induction 

motors (IM). Nevertheless, its high efficiency characteristics are influenced by applied control 

strategies. Most of the reported works developed control algorithms for IPMSM to achieve high 

performance. However, the efficiency optimization of IPMSM, which is one of the important 

aspects is often ignored. Therefore, in this thesis the efficiency optimization issues is also 

considered along with high performance control.  

 This thesis presents a nonlinear loss model-based controller (LMC) for IPMSM drive to 

achieve both high efficiency and high performance of the drive. Among numerous loss 

minimization algorithms (LMA), a LMC approach offers a fast response without torque pulsations. 

However, it requires the accurate loss model and the knowledge of the motor parameters. 

Therefore, a difficulty in deriving the LMC lies in the complexity of the full loss model. Moreover, 

the conventional LMC does not pay attention to the performance of the drive at all. In an effort to 

overcome the drawbacks of conventional LMC, an adaptive backstepping based nonlinear control 
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(ABNC) is designed to achieve high dynamic performance speed control for an IPMSM drive is 

developed in this thesis. The system parameter variations as well as field control are taken into 

account at the design stage of the controller. Thus, the proposed ABNC is capable of maintaining 

the system robustness and stability against mechanical parameter variation and external load 

torque disturbance. To ensure stability the controller is designed based on Lyapunov’s stability 

theory while the LMC ensures high efficiency of the drive. A neuro-fuzzy logic controller (NFC) 

including LMC is also developed in this work. The proposed NFC overcomes the unknown and 

nonlinear uncertainties of the drive, the membership function of the controller is tuned online. An 

important part of this work is directed to develop an adaptive network-based fuzzy inference 

system (ANFIS) based NFC. In this work, an adaptive tuning algorithm is also developed to adjust 

the membership function and consequent parameters.  

The complete closed-loop system model is developed and then simulated using 

MATLAB/Simulink software. Performance of the various control algorithms based IPMSM drive 

is investigated extensively at different dynamic operating conditions such as sudden load change, 

command speed change, parameter variation, etc. The performance of the proposed loss 

minimization based ABNC and NFC are also compared with the conventional id=0 control scheme. 

The complete IPMSM drive have been successfully implemented in real-time using digital signal 

processor (DSP) controller board DS1104 for a laboratory 5 hp motor. The experimental results 

verify the simulation of NFC based loss minimization. It is found from the results that proposed 

drive algorithms can improve the efficiency by around 3% as compared to without any LMA. 
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

 

1.1 History 
 

An electric motor is an electromechanical device that converts electrical energy into 

mechanical energy and vice versa for electric generator. The very first conversion of electrical 

energy into mechanical energy was demonstrated by the British scientist Michael Faraday in 1821. 

The demonstration was done by dipping a free-hanging wire into a pool of mercury, on which a 

permanent magnet (PM) was placed in the middle of the pool of mercury. When a current was 

passed through the wire, the wire rotated around the magnet, showing that the current gave rise to 

a circular magnetic field around the wire. This class of electric motors is called homopolar motors.  

An advanced improvement is the Barlow’s wheel, which was designed and built by English 

physicist and mathematician, Peter Barlow in 1822. In 1828, Hungarian physicist Anyos Jedlik 

demonstrated the first device to contain the three main components of practical direct current (DC) 

motors: the rotor, stator and commutator. The device had no PM; the current flowing through 

windings produced the magnetic fields of both the rotating and stationary components. The device 

is known as multipolar motors, it can use attraction and repulsion of magnetic interaction. In 1832, 

the first commutator type DC electric motor capable of turning machinery was invented by the 
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British scientist William Sturgeon. The modern DC motor was invented in 1873 by Zenobe 

Gramme, a Belgium born electrical engineer. He accidentally connected the dynamo he had 

invented to a second similar unit, driving it as a motor. The Gramme machine was the first electric 

motor that was successful in the industry; earlier inventions were used as toys or laboratory 

interests. In 1886, Frank Julian Sprague invented the first practical DC motor, capable of constant 

speed under variable loads. In 1831, the discovery of a changing magnetic field that is capable of 

inducing an electric current in a circuit by an English scientist Michael Faraday paved the way 

towards the invention of AC motors. In 1885, Italian physics and electrical engineer Galileo 

Ferraris demonstrated a working model of his single phase induction motor (IM) [1]. In 1887, 

Nikola Tesla built his working two phase IM and demonstrated it at the American Institute of 

Electrical Engineers in 1888. Working from Farraris’s experiments, Mikhail Dolivo-Dobrovolsky 

developed the very first three-phase IM in 1890. He also invented three-phase generator and 

transformer and combined them into the first complete AC three-phase system in 1891 [2]. 

Application of electric motors revolutionized industry. It’s providing easy control at the 

point of use. In agriculture applications, human and animal muscle power is eliminated from such 

tasks as handling grain or pumping water. Household uses of electric motors reduced heavy labour 

in the house and made higher standard of convenience, comfort and safety. Over the years electric 

motor drive systems use has been widely accepted. We find it in applications such as pumps, fans, 

paper and textile mills, elevators, electric vehicles and subway transportation, home appliances, 

wind generation systems, servo and robotics, computer peripherals, steel and cement mills, ship 

propulsion, etc.  An electric motor is a complex structure electrically, mechanically and thermally. 

Although motors were introduced more than one hundred years ago, the research and development 

(R&D) in this area appears to be never-ending. However, the evolution of motors has not been up 
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to the mark compared to that of power semiconductor devices and power electronic converters [3]. 

Most motion control systems were designed to operate at fixed speed but many of these 

applications requires variable speed operation. As a result, the shift from fixed speed drives to 

variable speed drives has been in effect since last 40 years. The two main categories of general 

electric motors are DC motors and AC motors. Each class have numerous types and unique abilities 

that suit them well for specific applications.   

 

1.2 DC Motors 
 

As mention in previous section, first modern DC motor was invented accidently by Zenobe 

Gramme in 1873. The name dc motor originates from the dc electric power being supply to the 

motor. By the year 1900 the dc motor was widely used in street railways, mining and industrial 

applications. Nowadays, dc motors are just cheap options for unimportant uses. However, their 

behaviour has some very interesting characteristics that make dc motors versatile and desirable for 

many applications. First, the rotation speed of a dc motor is directly tied to its supply voltage, 

which can itself be varied within some range to produce variable motor speed. DC motors can also 

be designed to rotate at any desired speed for a fixed supply voltage. Secondly, dc motors have 

strong torque at low speeds. And lastly, the decoupled nature of the field and armature makes dc 

motor control very easy therefore utilizing for high performance variable speed drive (HPVSD) 

applications [4]. However, there are many disadvantages of dc motors such as, lack of overload 

capability, limited range of operation, adverse effects of power loss in field circuit, lack of 

ruggedness, frequent maintenance requirement, low torque density, high weight to power ratio, 

high cost due to brushes, low life span for high intensity uses, high maintenance cost for replacing 
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commutator, fire hazards due to sparking and low efficiency [5]. Due to these disadvantages of dc 

motors researchers were encouraged to develop ac motors such as induction motors (IM) and 

synchronous motors (SM) for HPVSD applications, where robustness and maintenance free 

operations are the major concerns. 

 

1.3 AC Motors 
 

An ac motor is an electric motor driven by an alternating current (AC). It commonly 

consists of two basic parts, a stator having coils supplied with AC to produce a rotating magnetic 

field, and a rotor attached to the output shaft that is given a torque by the rotating field [6]. There 

are two main types of ac motors, depending on the type of rotor used. The first type is the IM, 

which runs slightly slower than the supply frequency. The magnetic field on the rotor of this motor 

is created by an induced current. The second type is the SM, which does not rely on induction and 

as a result, can rotate exactly at the supply frequency or a sub-multiple of the supply frequency. 

The magnetic field on the rotor is either generated by current delivered through slip rings or by 

PM. Ac motors have no commutator therefore, no need for frequent maintenance, no need for 

housing the commutator, they have rugged construction and have speed which is only limited by 

the physical constraints of the motor and the supply frequency. Recent development of power 

electronic devices, very large scale integrated (VLSI) technologies and efficient use of 

microprocessors, ac motors can also be used for variable speed drives. The ac motors can be used 

for high performance drive (HPD) systems using closed loop vector control technique [7]. 
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1.3.1 Induction Motors 
 

IM was a product of Tesla’s amazing brain. The drive current is passed through coils on 

the stator, just as in the synchronous AC motor. But in IM, the rotor holds nothing except for some 

windings of wire. No magnet, no current sent through an electromagnet. So how does it work? The 

drive current in the stator induces a magnetic field in the stator, and the stator field in turn induces 

one in the rotor wires, and the two fields interact to allow the rotor to be pushed around and 

effectively convert electrical energy to mechanical energy [8]. IM can be divided into two 

categories; squirrel cage motors and would rotor motors. Squirrel cage motors have a heavy 

winding made up of solid bars or conductors, usually aluminum or copper. In squirrel cage rotor 

aluminum/copper bars or conductors are shorted together at both ends of the rotor by cast 

aluminum/copper end rings. In wound rotor motors, the rotor winding consists many turns of 

insulated wire and is connected to slip rings on the motor shaft. The wound rotor motor is used 

primarily to start a high inertia load or a load that requires a very high starting torque across the 

full speed range. 

As compared to dc motor the main advantages of IM are great reliability, low cost, low 

maintenance, its ruggedness, simple, direct connection to ac power source and good efficiency [3, 

9]. Even though IM has great advantages it also has few disadvantages with their use in HPVSD 

applications. First disadvantage of IM is that it always operates at lagging power factor as the rotor 

induced current is supplied from the stator side. Second disadvantage is that IM drive system is 

not highly efficient due to slip power loss. And last disadvantage is that it always runs at a speed 

lower than the synchronous speed and rotor quantities depend on slip speed. Hence, the control of 

these motors is very complex. Furthermore, the real time implementation of the IM drive requires 

sophisticated modeling and estimation of machine parameters with complex control circuitry. 
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Some other disadvantages include low torque density, thermal problem at high speed and low 

efficiency [9, 10]. In 21st century, most of the electric energy in the world is consumed by electric 

machines thus the need for more energy efficient high performance motor drive becomes the key 

factor. Due to these disadvantages of IM researchers have looked into the SM for easier control in 

HPVSD. 

1.3.2 Synchronous Motors 
 

A synchronous motor rotates at synchronous speed; that is, the speed is uniquely related to 

the supply frequency. It is a serious competitor to the IM in variable speed drive applications. The 

stator winding of the SM is same as the IM, but the rotor has a winding that carries dc current and 

produces flux in the air gap that helps the stator induced rotating magnetic field to drag the rotor 

along with it. As SM runs at synchronous speed, its control is less complex. It also removes the 

slip power loss [3, 11]. However, the conventional wire wound excited SM have some 

disadvantages such as the requirement of extra power supply, slip ring and brush gears at the rotor 

side to supply the dc field excitation. Therefore, the presence of the dc supply, field coil and slip 

rings decrease the efficiency of the drive and requires frequent maintenance [12]. Due to the 

disadvantages of SM, more recently different kinds of special motors have been developed. Among 

them, the permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) is becoming popular. In PMSM, extra 

power supply, slip ring, brush and the power loss due to the excitation winding is eliminated.  

1.4 Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motors 
 

Permanent magnets (PM) have not been used for electric motors for a long time because 

the development of the PM materials was not established until mid-20th century. The 
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manufacturing of PM started with magnetic carbon steel from the 18th century in London, the 

actual history of the PM motors on the industrial basis started with Alnico in the first half of the 

20th century. However, Alnico, based on aluminum, nickel, iron and cobalt was replaced by Ferrite 

in the late 1960s, because of Alnico’s high price caused by the complex manufacturing process. In 

spite of its poor maximum energy capability, Ferrite is still widely used in many applications today 

because of the abundance of the raw materials and the low production cost. Since Ferrite is 

composed of fine particles made from iron oxide (Fe2O3), with barium (Br) or Strontium (Sr), this 

magnet material is popular for use in complex shapes [13]. Samarium-Cobalt (Sm-Co), a type of 

rare earth magnet, is a strong PM material developed in early 1970s. They have higher temperature 

ratings because of its good thermal stability. However, the cost and availability of this type of 

material limit its commercial achievement [13]. In 1982 General Motors and Sumitomo Special 

Metals simultaneously announced the development of Neodymium-Iron-Boron (Nd-Fe-B), it is 

also a rare earth magnet, is a strong PM material widely used in many industrial areas [13]. For its 

high energy capability and relatively low cost compared to Samarium-Cobalt, Neodymium-Iron-

Boron is the best material in applications requiring a small product size. Neodymium-Iron-Boron 

magnets are the most common rare earth magnets used in motors these days. Rare earth alloys 

have a high residual induction and coercive force than the ferrite materials. But the cost is also 

high. So rare earth magnets are usually used for HPVSD as high torque to inertia ratio is attractive.  

A PMSM is exactly similar to a conventional SM. Field winding and dc power supply is 

replaced by PMs. To provide the field flux in PMSM, it consists of a stator with three phase 

windings and rotor mounted with PM. The absence of the field winding reduces the cost and 

eliminates the power losses associated with this winding. The PMSM occupies less space than a 

wire wound motor for a given size, which leads to more compact and robust design. Unlike an IM 
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there is no slip dependent rotor copper loss in a PMSM. When compared to IM, PMSM is more 

efficient and has a larger torque to inertia ratio and power density [14]. Current improvement of 

PM motors is directly associated to the recent achievement in high energy PM materials. 

Depending on the position of PM, there are different types of PMSM which are discussed in the 

following section.  

 

1.5 Categories of PMSM 
 

The categorization for PMSM can be done based on some different principle such as 

position of magnet in the rotor, current regulation, the principal motor control method, design of 

the motor and driving power circuit configuration. The performance of a PMSM drive varies with 

the placement of the magnet in the rotor, the magnet material, the number of poles, EMF 

waveform, the presence of dampers on the rotor and configuration of the rotor [15, 16]. Depending 

on magnet configuration, it can be categorized into three divisions. 
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Fig. 1.1: Cross section of inset type PM motor. 

 

Fig. 1.2: Cross section of surface mounted type PM motor. 
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Fig. 1.3: Cross section of interior type PM motor. 

 

a) Inset type PM motor: in this type of PM motor, the PMs are typically glued directly or 

banded with a non-conducting material inside the rotor core as shown in Fig. 1.1. It also 

has a small but relatively smooth air gap.  

b) Surface mounted PM motor (SPMSM): In this type of PM motor, the PMs are mounted on 

the surface of a cylindrical rotor core as shown in Fig. 1.2. Because SPMSM has PMs that 

are glued on the surface of its rotor, the rotation speed should be limited in order to keep 

the PMs at the surface of the rotor from the effect of the centrifugal force. Therefore, it can 

only utilize the developed torque. Though, it has a simple construction, the motor suffers 

from huge eddy current losses. Eddy current loss occurs on the surface of the stainless steel 

can that is attached to the outside of the rotor [4, 11]. Since the relative permeability of a 

PM is very close to one, and magnets are mounted on the rotor surface, the effective air 
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gap of the machine is large and is essentially non-salient type (Lq = Ld) meaning that the 

permeance of rotor does not vary significantly around the circumference. This contributes 

to a low armature reaction effect due to low magnetizing inductance [3]. 

c) Interior mounted PM motor (IPMSM): Unlike a SPMSM, in an IPMSM, the magnets are 

imbedded inside the rotor as shown in Fig. 1.3. Therefore, the mechanical integrity of the 

IPMSM is better than SPMSM since it is easier to secure the magnets, which are subject to 

centrifugal forces from rotation as well as intensive transients due to magnetic forces. This 

mechanical security is especially important in high speed applications. IPMSM is also most 

economical to manufacture and it provides a smooth rotor surface and reduced air gap. As 

a result, this type of motor can be used for high speed with quiet operation and better 

dynamic performance, which are the major worries for HPD systems. Interior permanent 

magnet type is the most recently developed method of mounting the magnet. The difference 

in geometry gives the following characteristics to the IPMSM: 1) the machine is more 

robust, permitting a much higher speed of operation, 2) the effective air gap in the d-axis 

is larger than that in the q-axis, which makes the machine a salient pole (Lq > Ld). 3) with 

the effective air gap being low, the armature reaction effect becomes dominant. The 

saliency makes possible a degree of flux weakening, enabling operation above nominal 

speed at constant voltage and helps reduce the harmonic losses in the motor [3]. By 

applying closed loop vector control for IPMSM drive and using Park’s transformation 

method, it is possible to decouple the flux and torque controlling components of IPMSM 

quantities. Therefore, the motor behaves like a separately excited dc motor while 

maintaining general advantages of ac motor. It is also found that IPMSM is the most 
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efficient of all motors [4]. Therefore, IPMSM has been considered as a working model in 

this thesis.  

 

1.6 Literature Review 
 

The IPMSM is becoming more popular in HPD applications as compared to other types of 

ac motors due to its advantageous features including high efficiency, high torque to current ratio, 

low noise, high power to weight ratio,  and robust operation [11]. However, due to the nonlinear 

nature of IPMSM the dynamics and control of IPMSM drives are complex and their complexity 

increases for higher performance requirements [11]. Many different control techniques have been 

implemented.  

For a long time a straightforward open-loop volt/hertz (v/f) control method was employed 

in low performance drives. It may not be a good choice for HPD because of poor speed control 

accuracy, limitation in torque control and worse performance with any disturbances. The scalar 

control techniques include torque control, flux control and current angle control. In [17] a scalar 

control technique for inverter driven motors is proposed. It causes the air gap flux to vary over a 

wide range, which is proportional to the load. Based on the magnitude of the motor current authors 

estimated the torque and implemented the PI based speed controller. They developed the control 

algorithm based on the steady state motor model. The steady state motor model is not sufficient to 

handle the dynamic uncertainties as the nonlinearity presents in motor model. Therefore, it causes 

slow responses which are undesirable for HPD applications. Moreover, scalar control has 

limitations at the high and low ends of the motor’s speed range.  
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In order to achieve the characteristics of HPD the vector control or field oriented control 

(FOC) technique is being utilized for control of ac motor drives. Vector control is a more complex 

control technique as it works with vector quantities, controlling the desired values by using space 

phasors which contain all the three phase quantities in one phasor [18]. Vector control uses 

feedback from the motor to maintain desired speed or torque output. The principle of vector control 

is to eliminate the coupling between the direct (d) and quadrature (q) axis component of 

voltage/current. Both the phase angle and the magnitude of the current must be controlled. This is 

achieved by transforming the a-b-c quantities into d-q quantities using Park’s transformation [6]. 

The ac motor then behaves like a separately excited dc motor while maintain the advantages of ac 

over dc motors. Thus, the control of ac motors becomes easier as the q-axis current (iq) is 

responsible to control the torque and d-axis current (id) is responsible for control of the flux. As a 

result of decoupled torque and flux generating currents a faster and smooth transient and error free 

steady state response can be achieved. Once the system determines the rotor-flux angle, a vector 

control algorithm determines the optimum timing and magnitude of the voltages to apply to the 

stator-phase windings. For that reason the vector control provides significantly better performance 

and reduces torque ripple and current spikes. Therefore, the vector control scheme is used in the 

proposed work. 

As we are aware of environmental problems rising dramatically worldwide, researchers are 

interested towards developing energy efficient motor drives for the industry in order to address the 

environmental problem. The product comparison between IPMSM and IM is shown in Figs. 1.4 

and 1.5 for Yaskawa Electric Inc. product (15kW, 200V, 1750rpm). It can easily be seen from 

these figures that efficiency is improved and inverter size is reduced by using IPMSM instead of 

IM [20]. It is proved that IPMSM can offer significant efficiency advantages over IM when 
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employed in adjustable speed drives. It also offers more torque density than the IM and the inverter 

size is also greatly reduced for certain torque and power speed range [19]. 

 

Fig. 1.4: Comparison of power loss of IPMSM with IM at different airflow rate. 

 

Fig. 1.5: Comparison of size of IPMSM with IM of different rating. 

 

Although, IPMSM drive is well known for their relatively high efficiency, improvement margins 

still exist in their operating efficiency. Particularly, the reduction of power loss for IPMSM still 

remains a challenge for researchers. Despite many advantageous features of IPMSM, the precise 

speed control of an IPMSM drive is a complex issue due to nonlinear coupling among its winding 
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currents and the rotor speed as well as the nonlinearity present in developed electromagnetic toque 

(Te) due to magnetic saturation of the rotor core [21]. To solve this issue nonlinear adaptive 

backstepping speed controller is applied because it’s a relatively new technique for the control of 

uncertain nonlinear systems. In vector control many control works have been described [22-65]. 

The motor drive controller can be classified as: (a) fixed gain types and (b) adaptive types. The 

conventional fixed gain controller types include proportional integral derivative (PID), 

proportional integral (PI) and pseudo-derivative-feedback (PDF). The adaptive controller types are 

sliding mode controller (SMC), self-tuning regulator (STR), model reference adaptive controller 

(MRAC), variable structure controller (VSC), fuzzy logic controller (FLC), neural network 

controller (NNC), neuro-fuzzy controller (NFC), etc. Major works on vector control for IPMSM 

drive are discussed below.  

1.6.1 Conventional Fixed Gain Controller 
 

Several researchers have documented their work on the development of high performance 

IPMSM drives. Essentially, the researchers presented their work during study of the IPMSM fed 

by a voltage source or current source inverter. Gunmaste and Slemon [22, 23] proposed a vector 

control scheme with the steady state performance of voltage source inverter (VSI) and current 

source inverter (CSI) fed PMSM drives. In both schemes to operate inverter in self-control mode 

they have utilized a position feedback control from a shaft position sensor. Also they investigated 

the constant torque mode and the constant power mode. To operate motor with stability and reduce 

harmonic current they suggested removing the damper winding for the VSI fed PMSM drive. 

Whereas in case of CSI fed PMSM, they reduced the commutating inductance. Bose and Szczesny 

[24] developed a microcontroller based control system of an IPMSM drive that describes control 
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of an inverter fed IPMSM. Constant torque region and constant power region are incorporated in 

the control system. In this work, PI controllers are used to generate d and q axes currents to control 

the speed of the motor. However, the PI controller is sensitive to parameter variations and load 

disturbances. Moreover, they implemented the system on a multiprocessor architecture, which 

makes it costly and gives a good performance only in particular range of speed. Pillay and Krishnan 

[25] proposed a state space model of IPMSM for a high performance vector control scheme. The 

authors obtained linearized model of IPMSM by forcing id to zero. This makes the design of the 

controller easy. Using linear model it is particularly challenging to design and predict the 

performance of the controller. Authors used linear model of the IPMSM to design PID speed 

controller. However, the drawbacks of this work are, the performance of the drive is sensitive to 

the motor parameters and operation speed is limited as the flux cannot be controlled with id = 0. 

Kazunori et. al. [26] dealt with the effect of inner current control loops on the system performance 

of a position-sensorless IPM motor drive system. Authors estimated the position based on 

inductance matrix which can be calculated from current and voltage vector. It is demonstrated that 

the inner current loops make it plausible to supress interference between the q-axis voltage and d-

axis current, subsequently leading to significant improvements in the stability of position control. 

Though, the authors did not provide any experimental result to verify the possibility of this 

controller. It is observed that this control method requires a lot of computation, which makes it 

difficult to implement in real-time. In another work, Ogasawara and Akagi [27] proposed a 

conventional PI controller based IPMSM, which is characterized by position estimation based on 

magnetic saliency. A motor inductance matrix, including the rotor position information and the 

motor current harmonics are detected by real-time estimation algorithm. However, PI controller 

suffers from many disadvantages which are already mentioned earlier. Mademlis and Agelidis [28] 
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proposed current vector controlled scheme for IPMSM drives for high performance. They divided 

the operating region into three regions, constant torque region with maximum torque to current 

ratio, voltage and current limited region and voltage limited region. The command d-axis current 

was determined by flowchart of deciding control mode. The q-axis current command was 

determined from the speed error through PI controller and a current limiter. However, the 

performance of this controller is parameter sensitive and affected by load disturbance. 

Furthermore, q-axis current ripple affects the d-axis current too, which will result in increase of 

ripple at output of developed torque. Bolognani et. al. [29] dealt with the experimental realization 

of a sensorless IPMSM. They obtained position and angular speed of the rotor through an extended 

Kalman filter (EKF). They designed estimation algorithm in such a way that it does not require 

the knowledge of the mechanical parameters and the initial rotor position. This controller is 

insensitive to mechanical parameters variation of the drive. However, it requires high rate of 

computation to implement in real-time. Morimoto, et. al. [30] developed flux-weakening control 

for high speed. The authors modeled q-axis inductance as a function of the q-axis current, and the 

new value of q-axis inductance was used in the proposed control algorithm to compensate for 

magnetic saturation and demagnetization effect of PM to achieve high torque and high efficiency. 

The q-axis current command is decided from the PI controller. The d-axis current command is 

determined by maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) region or flux-weakening (FW) region as a 

function of q-axis current, angular speed and calculated value of Lq. However, in this work the 

effects of parameter variations due to noise, temperature, etc. are not considered. Therefore, the 

drive system suffers from instability unless an on-line adaptive scheme is incorporated. 

The conventional fixed gain controllers have been used as the speed controller for PMSM 

drive in industry for the last several decades because of their simplicity and ease of implementation 
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in real-time. However, conventional fixed gain controllers such as PI, PID are very sensitive to 

parameter variations due to saturation, temperature variation, load disturbances, sudden change of 

command speed and other uncertainties. Therefore, the fixed gain PI controllers are not suitable 

for HPD systems. So the parameters have to be adjusted online such that it gives optimum 

performance with dynamic conditions. As a result, researchers have developed adaptive control 

schemes so that the controller can adapt the controller parameters to system parameter variations 

and load disturbances to achieve the desired criteria of HPDs.  

1.6.2 Adaptive Controller 
 

Recently, adaptive controllers have been used for PMSM drives to achieve fast transient 

response, parameter insensitivity, load handling capability and high adaptability to recover from 

any kind of uncertainties. Researchers, worked on adaptive gain controllers, developed different 

ways to achieve adaptations. Cerruto et. al. [31] proposed a MRAC approach to compensate the 

variations of the system parameters, such as inertia and torque constant for IPMSM drive in robotic 

applications. A disturbance torque observer is designed to balance the required load torque and 

reduce the complexity of the adaptive algorithm. However, the proposed controller suffers from a 

lot of online computational burden and high torque ripple. Consoli and Antonio [32] proposed 

SMC based self-controlled synchronous motor drive system for torque control and to investigate 

the performance above the base speed using field weakening (FW) technique. The authors used 

both the motor currents and line voltages as feedback to generate the torque and flux. The effect 

of acceleration, speed and deceleration are counted for designing SMC. The authors used variable 

bandwidth to reduce the chattering problem. However, the drive system has not been investigated 

in real-time where, the unknown and unavoidable parameter variations and chattering problem 
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exist.  Ghirby and Le-Huy [33] proposed VSC for design of the position and speed controllers for 

an ac servo drive using a PMSM. They have used two control loops: the inner loop assures the 

predictive current controllers and uses the digital PWM principle and the outer loop is used for a 

position or speed controller. The predictive current controller has been used to improve the 

robustness of the drive. However, the performance of the drive has not been investigated for wide 

variable speed condition. Moreover, the drive still has chattering problem even in the steady state. 

Zhang and Li [34] proposed a SMC based on MRAC for PMSM system. The controller employs 

a SMC strategy in order to reduce the complex identification of MRAC. The proposed control 

scheme helps the speed response of the system keeps pace with that of the reference mode system 

and is insensitive to system uncertainties and load disturbance. Combining different control 

techniques gives superior results to conventional fixed gain controllers; however they increase the 

computational complexity of the control algorithm. Sepe and Lang [35] proposed a fully digital 

adaptive velocity controller for the PMSM. Their work is very similar to the self-tuning regulator 

case. The mechanical state estimation and mechanical parameters estimation of the motor have 

been estimated in real-time to redesign the gain of the controller. There are two major control 

loops. The fast inner loop contains the motor, its inverter, its current, velocity controller and a state 

filter. The slow outer loop consists of the parameter estimator and the redesign algorithm for the 

velocity controller. The outer control loop adjusts the gains in the velocity controller to affect 

invariant velocity control in the presence of changing mechanical parameters. They have 

implemented the complete drive using a Motorola 68020 microprocessor. However, due to the 

computational limitation of the microprocessor, the performance of the drive has been affected. 

Therefore, significant noise is introduced in steady state speed responses. Zhou, Wang and Zhou 

[36] developed a nonlinear adaptive backstepping based speed controller for the field weakening 
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area of separately excited dc motor with uncertainties. First, the authors derived a nonlinear model 

of a dc motor with parameter uncertainties such as motor inertia and load torque. Then the control 

algorithm is derived from the model equations and stability analysis is also carried out. The 

mechanical speed and the back EMF tracking objectives are satisfied. Rahman et. al. [37] 

developed a nonlinear adaptive backstepping speed controller for IPMSM drive realizing that the 

conventional controller designed with the standard linear d-q axis IPMSM model with constant 

parameters will lead to an unsatisfactory prediction of the performance of an IPM motor owing to 

the magnetic saturation of these machines even during normal operation. In order to achieve high 

performance from an IPMSM, the vector control technique is utilized for their proposed drive. In 

this paper, authors estimated the motor parameters as the d-q axis inductance and load torque. The 

most appealing point of this work is the use of virtual control variable to make original high order 

system simple, thus the final control output can be derived step by step through suitable Lyapunov 

functions ensuring global stability. In this work, authors took an assumption of d-axis current equal 

to zero to simplify the controller design. This assumption leads to erroneous and/or non-optimal 

results for motors at all operating conditions. Furthermore, due to this assumption, the operating 

range of the IPMSM is reduced. Sometimes it cannot even reach the rated speed at rated load. Tan 

and Chang [38, 39] proposed a combined field orientation and adaptive backstepping approach for 

the control of IM. The field orientation transformation brings significant simplification to the IM 

model so that backstepping design technique can be applied more easily. The authors formulated 

rotor angular speed and rotor flux tracking objectives so that the speed regulation is achieved with 

the consideration of improving the power efficiency. The designed nonlinear controller 

successfully achieved rotor angular speed and rotor flux amplitude tracking objectives with 

uncertainties in the rotor resistance and load torque. Huang and Fu [40] proposed a nonlinear 
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adaptive controller and an adaptive backstepping controller for linear IM to achieve speed/position 

tracking. The authors also considered friction dynamics effect and employed observer-based 

compensation which coped with friction force. Stability analysis based on Lyapunov theory is also 

performed to guarantee that the controller design is stable. An adaptive controller for the linear IM 

requires acceleration signals of the motor. Although this signal can be obtained through numerical 

differencing and digital filtering, it is more susceptible to noise. Therefore, to avoid such problem, 

authors proposed the nonlinear backstepping position controller. Shieh and Shyu [41] proposed 

the nonlinear sliding-mode torque and flux control combined with adaptive backstepping approach 

for an IM drive. Based on the state-coordinates transformed model representing the torque and 

flux magnitude dynamics, the nonlinear sliding-mode control was designed to track a linear 

reference model. Furthermore, the adaptive backstepping control approach is utilized to obtain the 

robustness for mismatched parameter uncertainties. Uddin and Chy [42] developed a nonlinear 

controller based speed control of an IPMSM incorporating MTPA based flux control. Authors 

developed an adaptive backstepping based control technique for an IPMSM, where the authors 

take field control into account at the design stage of the controller. Thus, it is robust to dynamic 

uncertainties and does not require knowledge of the mechanical system parameters. The authors 

also estimated load torque, inertia and friction coefficient. Uddin and Lau [43] developed an 

adaptive backstepping based nonlinear control for an IPMSM. IN this paper Lyapunov’s stability 

theory was used to prove that the control variables were asymptotically stable. Authors estimated 

online stator resistance, load torque and d-q axis inductances based on speed error and actual 

currents. However, only simulation results were presented. 
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Due to well-known disadvantages of adaptive controller such as steady-state chattering 

problem and dependency of motor model parameters, researchers looked into the application of 

intelligent computation algorithms for motor drive applications.  

1.6.3 Intelligent Controller 
 

The main advantages of intelligent controllers are: their designs do not need the exact 

mathematical model of the system and theoretically they are capable of handling any nonlinearity 

of arbitrary complexity. Over the last decade researchers [44-59] have done extensive research for 

application of fuzzy logic controller (FLC), artificial neural network (ANN) and neuro-fuzzy 

controller (NFC) for HPD systems. Simplicity and less intensive mathematical design 

requirements are the main features of intelligent controllers, which are suitable to deal with 

nonlinearities and uncertainties of electric motors [60-62]. Therefore, the intelligent controllers 

demand particular attention for high performance nonlinear IPMSM drive systems. Tang and Xu 

[44] developed a direct FLC and an adaptive FLC which is based on MRAC. For the direct FLC, 

the controller normalizing gains are designed for certain situations, which would then prohibit the 

machine to achieve desired performance in case of large disturbances. The adaptive FLC uses 

adaptive model of the motor with FLC to control the motor. Because of two FLCs, the computation 

burden is large. Therefore, the real-time implementation was not presented in this paper. Uddin 

and Rahman [45] proposed a FLC based speed control for IPMSM drive. In that work, the vector 

control technique incorporated with the FLC was used to obtain the highest torque sensitivity of 

the IPMSM drive. For the design of FLC, the speed error and the rate of change of speed error are 

considered as the input linguistic variables and the torque producing current component is 

considered as the output linguistic variable. This controller suffers from ripple in the developed 
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torque. Butt et. al. [42], proposed FLC based MTPA speed controller. They designed the controller 

to calculate command torque from which they derived the command q- and d-axis current to 

control the motor speed. The command q- and d-axis current derived from command torque is 

dependent on motor parameters. This command torque has lot of ripple which makes the output 

speed have high ripple. So it is inappropriate for real-time implementation.  Uddin et. al. [47] 

developed a genetic based FLC for the IPM ac motor drive. In this work they reduced the number 

of membership functions for low computational burden of FLC. A performance index, ‘J’ is tuned 

for the parameter of their proposed genetic based FLC such that it reflects small settling time, 

small steady-state error, and small overshoots. The tuning parameters are adjusted offline in order 

to minimize the index to predetermined level utilizing genetic algorithm (GA). The optimization 

process is based on the rated conditions of the motor. Due to difficulties of binary representation 

when dealing with continuous search space with large dimension, they proposed to implement the 

optimization using a real-coded GA. Due to high computational burden of GA, it is almost 

impossible to apply GA in real-time. So the control requirements of IPM motor drive under 

significant uncertainty of disturbance cannot be satisfied in this controller for all operating points. 

Zawirski [48] developed an angular speed control scheme for PMSM. The controller was 

constructed by combining a non-integral fuzzy and a PI algorithm. However, author did not 

provide any experimental result to prove the feasibility of the controller in real-time application. 

Uddin and Chy [49] developed a novel FLC based torque and flux controls for wide speed range 

of IPMSM drive. In that work, a stand-alone FLC is utilized, whose inputs are speed, speed error, 

and change of speed error. The outputs are d- and q-axis currents. However, this controller suffers 

from significant ripple in the d- and q-axis currents.  
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 The use of artificial neural network (ANN) in control systems is very attractive because of 

their ability to learn, to approximate functions, to classify patterns and their potential for massively 

parallel hardware implementation. Rahman et. al. [50] implemented ANN for online tuning of the 

gains of PI controller.  In this work, radial basis function network (RBFN) based ANN is utilized 

to control the speed of IPMSM. Like the counter propagation network, the RBFN is designed to 

perform input-output mapping based on the concept of locally tuned meaning it is “selective” for 

some part of the input space. The input variables are each assigned to a node in the input layer and 

pass directly to the hidden layer without weight. The hidden layer nodes are the RBF units. Each 

node in this latter contains a parameter vector called a center. The node calculates the Euclidean 

distance between the center and the network input vector and passes the result through a nonlinear 

function. For learning purpose the orthogonal least square (OLS) method is used in this work. 

Rahman and Hoque [51] proposed another ANN controller for PMSM drive. In that work, they 

used offline and online training to tune weights and biases of the ANN if the speed error signal is 

beyond a prescribed limit. This controller does not ensure the stability in all operating region. 

Moreover, this controller requires a lot of computation. Elbuluk et. al. [52] suggested another type 

of controllers with adaptation. This paper presented ANN-based model reference adaptive system 

(MRAS) to estimate the speed and position of a PMSM. An ANN adaptation method was used as 

the optimization engine for a comprehensive parameter estimation strategy. Two ANN-based 

MRASs were presented. First, the use of an ANN adaptation for the estimation of the stator 

resistance and torque constant was presented. Second, a rotor-speed estimation algorithm with 

stator resistance adaptation was developed. The estimator used the back EMF to determine the 

motor position and speed. The adaptation was done based on speed error using back propagation 

technique. In adaptation process, Jacobian function for the system was chosen equal to one for 
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simplicity, which may cause some error. The use of low pass filter in the training and adaptation 

process makes the systems slow. Urasaki et. al. [53] proposed another high efficiency ANN 

controller for IPMSM drive. The authors control the torque component current by PI controller. 

So this controller still suffers from the well-known disadvantages of PI controllers. The flux is 

controlled by an ANN controller. The ANN controller was designed to control the actual flux 

component of the stator current to the desired flux component of the stator current. But it is tough 

to calculate the desired flux component of the current as it depends on parameters and operating 

conditions. This needs a lot of computation in calculating command d-axis current for 

implementing in real-time. El-Sarkawi et. al. [54] proposed a multi-layer ANN architecture for the 

identification and control of dc brushless motors operating in a HPD. But they didn’t provide any 

experimental result to verify the feasibility of the controller in real-time.  

So far, we have discussed the FLC and ANN techniques independently. The conventional 

FLC has a narrow speed operation and needs much more manual adjusting by trial and error if 

high performance is required [55]. On the other hand, it is extremely tough to create a series of 

training data for ANN that can handle all the operating modes. These techniques can be brought 

together into a hybrid neuro-fuzzy controller (NFC) system to build a more powerful intelligent 

system with improved design and performance features. The NFC utilizes the transparent, 

linguistic representation of a fuzzy system with the learning ability of ANN. Therefore, it takes 

advantages of both FLC and ANN. Uddin et. al. [55] proposed a fuzzy basis function network 

(FBFN) based NFC to tune the parameters of PI controller. In this NFC, initially different operating 

conditions are obtained based on motor dynamics incorporating uncertainties. These are used to 

optimize the PI controller parameters in a closed-loop vector control scheme in order to get the 

initial PI controller parameters. In the optimization procedure a performance index is developed 
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to reflect the minimum speed deviation, minimum settling time and zero steady-state error. 

However, the weights and centers were trained offline in order to avoid computational burden. 

Thus, the controller cannot adapt with changing operating condition. Rubaai et. al. [56] proposed 

an adaptive fuzzy neural network controller (FNNC) for practical application of high performance 

BLDC drives. The FLC scheme was implemented by using a multilayer neural network. The 

authors performed learning of the structure based on the partition of input space, whereas learning 

of the parameter was done on the supervised gradient decent method. To give better performance 

in all operating condition, it is necessary to tune the membership functions. Lin [57] proposed a 

new structure and parameter learning scheme for a NFC system. The disadvantages of this learning 

scheme are that it is suitable only for offline instead of online operation and a large amount of 

representative data must be collected in advance for the implementation of this scheme. Moreover, 

the independent realization of the structure and parameter learning is too time consuming. Lin et. 

al. [58] proposed a self-constructing fuzzy neural network for PMSM drive. They used both 

structure learning and parameter learning. But it is not suitable to implement in industry because 

of a lot of computational burden. Furthermore, they didn’t consider the flux control. Chy and Uddin 

[59] proposed a new adaptive intelligent speed controller for IPMSM drive. This paper presents a 

novel adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS). The back propagation technique 

is used for the online tuning of ANFIS parameters. To reduce the computational burden Takagi-

Sugeno-Kang (TSK) fuzzy rule is used. The membership function and weight parameters were 

tuned online.  
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1.6.4 Loss Minimization Control 
 

There have been growing concerns over energy consumption and the environment, due to 

the soaring energy cost and tighter environment protection laws. Increasing the efficiency has 

become one of the most important factors in the development of the products that consume 

electrical energy. Considering the fact that more than 50% of electrical energy produced is 

consumed by motors. In an effort to improve efficiency, there have been improvements in the 

materials, design and construction technique for the equipment involved IPMSM drive. However, 

converter loss and motor loss are still greatly dependent on control strategies, especially when the 

motor operates at light load. The efficiency optimization of IPMSM drives can be realized in 

various ways by different types of loss minimization control technique. There are two major loss 

minimization control techniques to improve motor efficiency such as search-based controller (SC) 

and loss model-based controller (LMC). Both the loss minimization techniques have been used in 

vector controlled drives. 

1.6.4.1 Search-based Controller (SC) 
 

The SC approach to optimal efficiency control is to measure the power delivered to the 

drive and use a search algorithm to adjust a control variable until it detects a minimum input power 

condition [63-67]. Colby and Novotny [63] demonstrated a frequency-controlled PMSM drive that 

employs an adaptive control to find the maximum-efficiency operating point at any speed and load. 

They achieved efficiency-optimizing control with a frequency-programmed drive, where they had 

independent control of the voltage and frequency. The authors optimized both the motor-inverter 

efficiency and motor efficiency by measuring the current on the dc link and adjusting the voltage 
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output of the inverter. However, there is stability problem associated with frequency-controlled 

synchronous motor drive. The instability of the system occurs at mid-range frequency. Overall the 

dynamic performance of the system is not good since the efficiency control will not permit the 

rapid voltage changes necessary to achieve rapid torque response. Therefore, it is more suited to 

applications where efficiency and simplicity are more important than HPD. Kirschen et. al. [64] 

proposed an adaptive control of the rotor flux in a field-oriented drive system. The authors 

decreased the flux command in small steps until the minimum input power is achieved for the 

given torque and speed. This task is done by the speed control loop which adjusts the q-axis current 

to compensate the effect of changes in the rotor flux. It is very simple and easy solution but the 

problem is the long search time for the convergence. It took approximately 7 seconds for the 

controller to bring the motor to the minimal loss operating condition. The long search time was 

necessary because, the flux was reduced in several small steps in order to avoid undesirable speed 

variation. Even with small step time, the torque pulsation still existed. The steps can cause speed 

fluctuations and may result in instability in the system. Vaez et. al. [65] proposed an on-line 

adaptive loss minimization controller for interior permanent magnet motor drives. The adaptive 

loss minimization controller provides a novel pattern of change in d-axis stator current to achieve 

a minimum drive input power at any operating condition. The authors eliminated stepwise change 

of control variable and replaced by a continuous adjustment of the control variable. Therefore, a 

faster loss minimization is achieved by the continuous changes in the control variable since the 

relatively long transient period after each step change is evaded. The proposed controller saves 

more energy in systems with frequent changes in operating point due to the achievement of an 

accurate minimum input power and a short search time required to find this minimum. However, 

the continuous pattern of change in d-axis current, employed by the adaptive loss minimization 
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controller, demands more computations and more memory to store the previous values of the input 

power. Sul and Park [66] proposed the realization technique that optimizes the flux level to 

improve the efficiency of an IM. The control strategy is divided into two stages. First, the optimal 

slip is searched by trial and error, and the results are tabulated in microprocessor memory. Second, 

the controlled system is forced to track the optimal slip from the lookup table to achieve optimal 

efficiency. The optimal slip table in the microprocessor memory is made out on the basis of the 

calculated torque and speed. However, the lookup table cannot cover all the operating point of 

speed and torque; also this technique can be considered as an indirect way to minimize the input 

power. Kim et. al. [67] proposed to control IM with maximum power efficiency as well as high 

performance by means of decoupling of motor speed and rotor flux. Authors adjusted the squared 

rotor flux according to a minimum power algorithm based on Fibonacci search algorithm until the 

measured power input reaches the minimum. Since the speed and rotor flux are decoupled by 

means of nonlinear control the torque ripple is not generated in this configuration. The nonlinear 

controller requires the accurate value of the rotor resistance to calculate the accurate rotor flux. 

This value was obtained by an online identification algorithm. The experimental results showed 

the shorter search time with larger flux steps as compared to that in [64], while no undesirable 

disturbances appear in the motor speed and torque. However, these improvements on system 

performance have added sufficient complexity in overall control algorithm. 

1.6.4.2 Loss Model-based Controller (LMC) 
 

The LMC computes losses by using the machine model. Also LMC measures the speed 

and the q-axis current and specifies the optimal d-axis current through the loss minimization 

condition [68-76]. Morimoto et. al. [68] proposed the loss minimization control algorithm, in 
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which the current vector is optimally controlled according to the operating speed and the load 

conditions. The authors utilized the reluctance torque and the d-axis armature reaction effectively 

to minimize the losses in the proposed control algorithm. The authors also proposed an 

approximate control algorithm in order to simplify the control algorithm. The approximate control 

algorithm is applied to the experimental PM motor drive system. The proposed control algorithm 

can be applied to various types of PM motors, not only the salient pole PM motor, but also the 

non-salient pole PM motor. The proposed control system also has a good dynamic response. 

However, authors implemented a conventional gain PI controller which suffers from the 

disadvantages mentioned earlier and is not suitable for HPD. Mademlis et. al. [69] investigated the 

problem of efficiency optimization in vector-controlled IPMSM drives using both SC and LMC. 

The authors proposed a LMC that determines the optimal d-axis component of the stator current 

that minimizes power losses. They showed that the loss model of the IPMSM can be used as a 

basis for deriving loss minimization conditions for SPMSM and synchronous reluctance motors 

as well. Authors also implemented SC but didn’t get any satisfactory results, because the drive did 

not reach a steady-state, causing undesirable torque disturbances. They also determined the motor 

parameters using experimental procedure which eliminated the knowledge of the exact motor 

model. In conclusion, no additional feedback signals from the motors were required, beyond those 

already used in the pre-existing control. Therefore, the LMC controller does not affect the cost, 

complexity and dynamic performance of the drive. Ojo et. al. [70] proposed the concept of input-

output linearization with decoupling which sets forth the speed control of the interior permanent 

magnet motor drives which simultaneously ensures the minimization of the losses. The motor 

parameters such as d- and q-axis inductances and the armature reaction dependent magnet flux 

linkage are included in the controller structure formulation. The authors achieved loss 
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minimization through appropriate command of the d and q axis machine voltages by closed-loop 

controllers using a VSI. Therefore, fast speed control is achieved with maximum efficiency with 

improved torque capability. However, q-axis current, torque and power loss suffers from high 

ripple. Also authors did not provide any experimental results to verify their simulation results. 

Vaez-Zadeh, et. al. [71] proposed an efficiency optimization control method for high performance 

IPMSM drives with online estimation of motor parameters. The control method is based on [70] 

which sets forth the speed control of the motor drives and simultaneously ensures the minimization 

of the motor losses. The controllable electrical loss can be minimized by an optimal control of the 

armature current vector. The model based efficiency optimization control methods are fast and 

does not produce any torque ripple. However, they are not robust against machine parameter 

variations. Therefore, the authors developed an observer to estimate stator resistance, iron loss 

resistance and PM flux linkage to make the system robust. However, authors didn’t provide any 

real-time results to verify the motor parameters and efficiency. Uddin and Abera [72] proposed a 

model based efficiency optimization algorithm for speed control of IPMSM. The developed 

efficiency optimization control algorithm determines the optimal d-axis current of the drive for a 

given speed and torque command to minimize the losses of the IPMSM in a closed loop vector 

control environment. Uddin and Rebeiro [73] proposed an online loss minimization algorithm 

(LMA) for a fuzzy-logic-controller based IPMSM drive to yield high efficiency and high dynamic 

performance over a wide range of speed. The authors developed loss-minimization algorithm 

based on motor model. The d-axis current is controlled optimally according to the operating speed 

and load conditions in order to achieve high efficiency. They incorporated LMA with the fuzzy-

logic-controller so that the motor can operate over wide speed range while maintaining high 

efficiency. However, the LMA is still dependent on motor parameters, which were fixed values. 
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Lim and Nam [74] developed a simplified loss model without sacrificing the leakage inductance. 

In the simplified model, the loss was represented as a resistance connected to a dependent voltage 

source. According to the simulation and experimental results, the loss calculation based on this 

simplified model was closer to that of the full model. Garcia et. al. [75] derived a loss model 

consisting of resistors reflecting iron loss, rotor and stator copper losses as a function of stator 

current components in d-q frame. The IM equivalent circuit was simplified by deleting leakage 

inductance in the induction motor equivalent circuit. Based on this mode, they developed a closed-

form equation for the optimum flux level in the field-oriented control. This algorithm allows the 

electromagnetic losses of IM drive to be decreased while keeping a good dynamic response. The 

efficiency sensitivity to parameter variation was also studied. Uddin and Nam [76] developed a 

nonlinear and model-based online loss minimization control of an IM drive. The authors 

encountered a technical difficulty in deriving the LMC for the full loss model and the online 

parameter adaptation. Therefore, they presented a new strategy for inverter-fed IM drive for both 

high efficiency and high dynamic performance. A new LMC incorporated the effect of the leakage 

inductance and an adaptive-backstepping-based nonlinear controller was designed and combined 

with each other. Also, the authors estimated load torque and rotor resistance to eliminate 

uncertainties and to achieve robustness of the system. However, the inductance parameters were 

considered constant in the LMC.  

 

1.7 Thesis Objectives 
 

As mentioned above, IPMSM possesses many appealing characteristics such as high torque 

to inertia ratio, power to weight ratio, low noise operation and high efficiency. However, due to 
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the nonlinear nature of IPMSM both the magnitude and the angles of the current vectors need to 

be controlled. For this reason, the traditional scalar control is not suitable for HPD applications of 

IPMSM. Thus, the vector control scheme is used in the proposed LMC algorithm for speed control 

of IPMSM drive to achieve both high efficiency and high dynamic performance. 

 The first objective is to develop a LMC for IPMSM, which determines an optimum d-axis 

current to minimize the losses.  

Scalar control and conventional fixed gain PI control are not suitable for HPD applications 

because of the nonlinear nature of the motor. In literature search section several works have been 

discussed on adaptive control for the IPMSM such as MRAC, SMC etc. However, the absence of 

proper estimation of the parameters reduces the performance of these controllers. Therefore, the 

objectives of this thesis is to develop a robust nonlinear controllers for speed control of an IPMSM 

drive. Then the LMC will be combined with the proposed nonlinear controller. One of the proposed 

method is based on adaptive backstepping based nonlinear controller (ABNC). The motor 

parameters such as load torque and friction coefficient are estimated online in order to make the 

system robust against disturbances and uncertainties. Finally, as an intelligent controller an NFC 

will be developed for IPMSM as a speed controller. The NFC will also be combined with the LMC 

to achieve both high performance and high efficiency.   

The last objective of this thesis is the simulation and real-time implementation of closed 

loop vector control of the proposed IPMSM drive system incorporating the control algorithm 

developed earlier. The simulation is performed using Matlab/Simulink [77]. The real-time 

implementation is carried out using a DSP board, DS1104 for an available laboratory 5 hp motor 

[78]. The dynamic performance of the proposed LMC and speed controllers are examined through 

different operating conditions such as sudden command speed change, load disturbances, etc. A 
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performance comparison of the NFC and LMA based controller with ABNC and LMA based 

controller is also provided. 

 

1.8 Thesis Organization 
 

The organization of the remaining chapters of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 explains 

Park’s transformation and the derivation of the mathematical model of the IPMSM without motor 

losses. Here it is shown that the vector control technique greatly simplifies the control of the motor. 

Chapter 3 explains losses which are involved in IPMSM drive and reviews the different methods 

of loss minimization with the focus being on the control technique based method. The 

mathematical model for the proposed LMA is also derived based on the motor model from Chapter 

2 incorporating motor losses.  Chapter 4 shows the control design procedure using adaptive 

backstepping technique for speed control and parameter adaptation in detail. In the development 

of the controller, LMC is incorporated. Chapter 4 also shows the detailed simulation results of the 

complete drive system. In Chapter 5, a new adaptive NFC is developed in which the membership 

functions and consequent parameters are tuned online. Then the performance of the controller is 

investigated extensively in simulation. Chapter 6 describes the real-time implementation of the 

complete 5hp IPMSM drive system in laboratory using dSPACE DS1104 DSP board. The detailed 

experimental results of the NFC based online loss minimization are shown in this Chapter. The 

detailed real-time implementation procedures for both hardware and software are also discussed. 

Finally, Chapter 7 presents summary/conclusions of this work and suggestions for future work. 

After that all relevant references and appendices are listed.  
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Chapter 2 

 

Mathematical Model of IPMSM 

This Chapter explains the concept of the vector control of IPMSM and the necessary 

coordinate transformations to apply it to an IPMSM drive. The mathematical model of IPMSM is 

also derived in the d-q rotating reference frame using the coordinate transformations.  

 

2.1 Mathematical Modeling of IPMSM 
 

If Ψ is the constant flux linkage provided by the PMs, then the flux linkages in the three 

phase stator winding due to PM of the rotor can be given as [11]: 
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where, Ψam, Ψbm and Ψcm are the three phase stator flux linkages in the three phase stator winding 

due to PM of the rotor and θr is the rotor position. The total air gap flux linkage of the three phases 

are the summation of the flux linkage for the corresponding phase current, the mutual flux linkage 
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due to currents in the other phases and the flux linkages in the three phase stator winding due to 

PM of the rotor. The three phase air gap flux linkage equations are given in matrix form as:  
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where, Ψa, Ψb and Ψc are the air gap flux linkage for the phase a, b, c, respectively; Laa, Lbb, Lcc 

are the self-inductances and Mab, Mac, Mba, Mbc, Mca and Mcb are the mutual inductances, 

respectively. The mutual inductances are symmetrical. Mab = Mba, Mbc = Mcb, and Mca = Mac. 

The phase voltage is the voltage drop in each phase plus the voltage drop due to the rate of change 

of flux linkages. Now, the voltage equations of the three phases of the IPMSM can be defined as:  

    a
a a a

dv r i
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        (2.5) 

where, va, vb, vc are the three phase voltages, ia, ib, ic are the three phase currents and ra, rb, rc are 

the three phase stator resistances. Eqn. (2.5) can be written in matrix form as: 
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va, vb and vc depends on the flux linkage components which are functions of rotor position θr and 

hence functions of rotor speed ωr. Therefore, the coefficients of the voltage equations are time 

varying except when the motor is motionless. In order to keep away from the difficulty of 
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calculations, all the equations have to be changed to the synchronously rotating rotor reference 

frame where the machine equations are no longer dependent on the rotor position. These 

transformations can be achieved in two steps using Park’s transformation equations [6]. In the first 

step, va, vb and vc will be transformed from the three phase stationary a-b-c frame into two phase 

stationary d-q frame and in the second step, from the stationary d-q frame to the synchronously 

rotating dr-qr frame. The transformed phase variables in the stationary d-q-0 axis can be written in 

matrix form as:  
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The corresponding inverse relation can be written as: 
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where, xa, xb and xc are the a, b and c phase quantities, respectively, xd, xq and x0 are the d-axis, q-

axis and zero sequence components, respectively. The matrix element x may represent either 

voltage or current.  

The rotor location or rotor position angle θr is defined as: 
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For balanced three phase, zero sequence component (x0) does not exist, and it is convenient to set 

initial rotor position θr(0) = 0 so that the q-axis coincides with a-phase. Under these conditions 

Eqns. (2.7) and (2.8) can be written, respectively, as:  
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and 
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The relative position of the stationary d-q frame and the synchronously rotating dr-qr frame is 

shown in Fig. 2.1. With the help of Fig. 2.1 the stationary d-q frame can be converted to the 

synchronously rotating dr-qr frame as: 
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The inverse relation can be written as: 
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In order to derive the dr-qr axis model of IPMSM drive, the following four assumptions are made: 

a) The eddy current and hysteresis losses are negligible. 

b) The induced emf is sinusoidal. 

c) The saturation is neglected. 

d) The stator resistance of the three phases are balanced.  
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θr=ωr

θr

q-axis

qr-axis

dr-axis

d-axis  

Fig. 2.1: Relative position of stationary d-q axis to the synchronously rotating dr-qr axis. 

 

With the above assumptions and using Eqns. (2.6), (2.7) and (2.13), the dr-qr axis model of IPMSM 

can be derived as follows:  
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where, vd
r and vq

r are d and q axis voltages and id
r and iq

r are d and q axis currents, Ψd
r and Ψq

r are 

d and q axis flux linkages, R is the stator resistance per phase and ωs is the stator frequency.  

Ψq
r and Ψd

r can be written as: 
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where,  

     q l mqL L L        (2.18) 

     d l mdL L L        (2.19) 

Ld and Lq are d and q axis inductances, Lmd and Lmq are d and q axis magnetizing inductances and 

Ll is the leakage inductance per phase. The stator frequency, ωs is related to the rotor frequency ωr 

as:  

     s rP        (2.20) 

where, P is the number of pole-pairs in motor.  

Using Eqns. (2.14)-(2.20), the mathematical motor model is given as: 
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According to Eqns. (2.21) and (2.22) the motor can be represented by the equivalent circuit 

diagrams shown in Fig. 2.2. The PM flux is represented as a constant current source IM, since a 

constant field current in a wire wound synchronous machine will supply a constant flux. The total 

average energy entering the sources which is also the developed power per phase is given by:  
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The total power developed by the machine is: 
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Now the developed electromagnetic torque is given by: 
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The magnetic and reluctance torques are given in (2.26) and (2.27), respectively as: 
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Fig. 2.2: Equivalent circuits model of the IPMSM: (a) d-axis, (b) q-axis. 

 

Finally, the motor dynamics can be represented by the following equation: 
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dt


        (2.28) 
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where, TL is the load torque in Nm, Bm is the friction damping coefficient in Nm/rad/sec and J is 

the rotor and load inertia constant in kg-m2. 

 

2.2 Vector Control Scheme for IPMSM Drive 
 

As mentioned before the objective of vector control is to eliminate the coupling between 

the direct (d) and quadrature (q) axis currents. By doing so both the phase angle and the magnitude 

of the current can be controlled. It is also an effective technique for control of ac motors in HPD. 

The IPMSM can be vector controlled when the machine equations are transformed from the a-b-c 

frame to the synchronous rotating dr-qr frame where sinusoidal voltage become constant like a dc 

voltage. In the case of dc motor control, the developed torque Te is:  

     e a fT KI I       (2.29) 

Where, Ia is the armature current, If is the field current and K is a constant. Both Ia and If are 

orthogonal and decoupled vectors. So the control task becomes much easier for the separately 

excited dc motor. In the case of PM motor, the first term of torque Eqn. (2.25) represents the 

magnet torque produced by the PM flux Ψ and q-axis current and the second term represents the 

reluctance torque produced by the interaction of q and d axis inductances and the d-q axis currents. 

The complexity of control of the IPMSM drive arises due to the nonlinear nature of the torque in 

Eqn. (2.25). In order to operate the motor in a vector control scheme avoiding the complexity, 

most of the researchers consider the command d-axis current, id
r = 0. Thus, the torque equation 

becomes linear and control task becomes easier.  
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Using phasor notation and taking the dr axis as the reference phasor, the steady state phase voltage 

Va can be derived from Eqns. (2.21) and (2.22) as [11]: 

r r
a d qV v jv     

     Ψr r
a a s q q s d d sV RI L i j L i j         (2.31) 

where, the phase current is: 

     r r
a d qI i ji        (2.32) 

In the case of the IPM motor, the dr-axis current is negative and it demagnetizes the main flux 

provide by the PMs. Thus, in order to take only the absolute value of id
r we can rewrite the Eqn. 

(2.29) as: 

    Ψr r
a a s q q s d d sV RI L i j L i j          (2.33) 

Based on Eqn. (2.31) the basic vector diagram of IPMSM is shown in Fig. 2.3(a). It is shown in 

Fig. 2.3(a) that the stator current can be controlled by controlling the dr-qr axis current components. 

When id
r = 0 then all the flux linkages are oriented in the dr-axis as shown in Fig. 2.3(b). The torque 

then is a function of only the qr-axis current component; hence the torque can be controlled by 

controlling iq
r. Constant torque can be achieved by ensuring that iq

r is kept constant. If the flux 

control is needed then id can be calculated as a function of iq and speed based on some algorithms 

such as MTPA or FW [11, 42, 46, 81, 82]. 
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2.3 Concluding Remarks 
 

The detail mathematical model has been derived in this Chapter. The vector control 

technique for IPMSM has also been introduced in this chapter. In the next chapter LMA is 

developed to achieve high efficiency of the IPMSM drive.  
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Fig. 2.3: Vector diagrams of the IPMSM: (a) general vector diagram, (b) modified with id=0 
diagram. 
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Chapter 3 

 

Loss Minimization Control of IPMSM 

Drives 

This chapter reviews the different methods of loss reduction with the focus on the control 

technique based method. A new loss minimization algorithm for an adjustable speed/torque 

IPMSM drive is also derived and presented.  

 

3.1 Types of Loss Minimization Algorithms 
 

As mentioned in the literature review, there are two major loss minimization control 

techniques for IPMSM drives such as (a) Search-based Controller (SC) and (b) Loss Model-based 

Controller (LMC).  

The basic SC approach to optimum efficiency control is to measure the input power to the 

drive and use a search algorithm to adjust a control variable until it detects a minimum value in 

the input power while keeping the output power of the motor constant. During the optimization 

period speed is kept constant and load torque is assumed to be constant as shown in Fig. 3.1. If 

power measurement is done at the input of the rectifier, converter losses are taken into account in 

search of minimum input power. However, a voltage sensor and a current sensor are required. In 
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order to reduce the cost of measurement, the DC-link power can be measured. In this case, only 

one extra current sensor is required while the inverter loss is considered. The most cost effective 

and easiest way is to minimize the stator current which does not require extra measuring devices. 

Because SC offers optimum efficiency based on the exact measurement of power input, it does not 

depend on the machine parameters. However, the disadvantages in the application of this technique 

are: (a) torque ripple appears each time the flux is stepped down to reach the optimal operation 

point. (b) when the optimal operating point is found, electromagnetic torque reserve is so low that 

motor is very sensitive to load perturbations, and (c) convergence of the magnetizing current 

toward the optimum value is very slow and wouldn’t reach its optimal value but oscillates around 

it in small steps. [63-67].  

The LMC technique employs a loss model of the motor and regulates the controlled 

quantities such as voltages/currents to minimize the estimated loss. The loss minimization 

algorithm (LMA) is developed based on motor model and operating conditions. The d-axis 

armature current is utilized to minimize the losses of the IPMSM in a closed loop vector control. 

LMC is fast and does not produce any torque ripple. However, the accuracy depends on the correct 

modeling of the motor drive and the losses, and its performance deteriorates when the parameter 

changes. The advantages and disadvantages of SC and LMC are summarized in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: Comparison of loss minimization control strategies. 

 

 

Fig. 3.1: Principle of efficiency optimization control with d-axis current decrement in SC 
technique. 

 Advantages Disadvantages 

 

SC 

 No loss model necessary. 

 No dependency on the parameters. 

 Include the inverter losses (in some 

cases). 

 Slow Convergence. 

 Torque pulsations. 

 Extra sensors for power 

measurements. 

 

LMC 

 Fast response. 

 No torque pulsations. 

 Simple to implement 

 Requires the knowledge of 

motor and loss model. 

 Dependency on the 

parameter. 
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3.2 IPMSM Model Including Motor Losses 
 

A widely used model of a IPMSM drive including copper and iron losses in synchronously 

rotating dr – qr frame is presented in Fig. 3.2 [71]. 

 

Fig. 3.2: Equivalent circuits for IPMSM including motor losses: (a) d-axis, (b) q-axis. 

 

Fig. 3.2 shows the d-q axis equivalent circuits of IPMSM including the effect of the iron losses. 

Rs represent the armature copper loss resistance. The iron loss consists of hysteresis loss and eddy 

current loss, but here they are added into a single quantity and the iron loss is represented by the 
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iron loss resistance Rc inserted in parallel with the inductances. Thus, the d-q axis armature currents 

(Id and Iq) are divided into d-axis and q-axis iron loss currents (Idc, Iqc) and d-axis demagnetizing 

and q-axis torque generating operating point currents (IdT, IqT). The harmonics in the back 

electromotive force (EMF) also generate the iron loss. The iron loss due to the harmonics, however, 

is not controllable by the current vector control, therefore the effects of the harmonics is not 

considered in this thesis [68]. Vd and Vq are d-axis and q-axis armature voltages. Ld and Lq are d-

axis and q-axis inductances, respectively. Whereas Ψ is magnet flux linkage.  

From Fig. 3.2, the voltage equations of the IPMSM are expressed as: 

     d s d dcV R I V       (3.1) 

     q s q qcV R I V       (3.2) 

     dT
dc d q qT r dc c

dI
V L L I I R

dt
      (3.3) 

     ΨqT
qc q r d dT r qc c

dI
V L L I I R

dt
       (3.4) 

where, 

dc d dTI I I   

    

dT
d q qT r

d s d
dc

c c

dIL L IV R I dtI
R R




      (3.5) 

qc q qTI I I   

    
ΨqT

q r d dT r
q s q

qc
c c

dI
L L IV R I dtI

R R

  
     (3.6) 
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Expressing the voltage equations in terms of the IdT and IqT currents, hence substituting Eqns. (3.3)-

(3.6) in Eqns. (3.1) and (3.2), respectively gives: 

    1 s dT
d s dT d r q qT

c

R dIV R I L L I
R dt


   

      
  

   (3.7) 

     1 ΨqTs
q s qT q r d dT

c

dIRV R I L L I
R dt


   

       
  

  (3.8) 

By choosing d-q axis currents as the state variable, the IPMSM model given by Eqns. (3.7) and 

(3.8) can be written in the following explicit form: 

    
 

  qdT c
d s dT qT

d s d
r

c

LdI R V R I I
dt L R R L

  


   (3.9) 

    
 

 ΨqT c r
q s qT d dT

q s c q

dI R V R I L I
dt L R R L


     

  (3.10) 

From the equivalent circuits shown in Fig. 3.2, the electromagnetic torque Te is proportional to the 

vector product of flux linkages and currents and can be obtained as (3.11), where P denotes the 

number of poles. Since Rc supplies an additional current path to each axis equivalent circuits, the 

torque depends not on measured armature currents, Id and Iq, but on the IdT and IqT currents. 

Therefore, the armature currents can no longer directly govern the torque; hence, the 

electromagnetic torque equation is given by:  

     
3 Ψ
2e qT d q dT qT
PT I L L I I   
 

    (3.11) 
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3.3 Steady State Conditions 
 

The development of voltage equations that express the transient behaviour of the IPMSM 

including the motor losses is the first object presented in this thesis. In order to understand the 

nature of the equivalent circuit parameters and to get parameter approximations in the transient 

condition, voltage equations in the steady state are developed. In steady state condition, voltages 

across the d-q axis inductances are zero. Therefore, the steady-state equations are:  

   1 s
d s dT q qT

c
r

RV R I L I
R


 

   
 

    (3.12) 

    d1 L Ψs
q s qT

c
rdT

RV R I I
R


 

    
 

    (3.13) 

Similarly, the d-q axis components of the iron loss current can be expressed in steady state as: 

    q qT rd s d
dc

c c

L IV R II
R R


        (3.14) 

    Ψq s q r d dT r
qc

c c

V R I L II
R R

  
      (3.15) 

 

3.4 Electrical Power Losses of the IPMSM 
 

Based on the Eqns. (3.14), (3.15) and Fig. 3.2 the copper losses PCu and iron losses PFe of 

the IPMSM can be expressed as: 

      2 23
2Cu s d qP R I I       (3.16) 

      2 23
2Fe c dc qcP R I I       (3.17) 
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     d dc dTI I I        (3.18) 

     q qc qTI I I        (3.19) 

Substituting Eqns. (3.14) and (3.15) into (3.18) and (3.19), respectively. The copper losses PCu 

can be written as: 

    
22

3
2

r q qT r d dT
Cu s dT qT

c c

L I L I
P R I I

R R
     

      
     

  (3.20) 

Substituting Eqns. (3.14) and (3.15) into (3.17), the iron losses PFe can be written as: 

     
22 2 2 2 Ψ3

2
rr q qT d dT

Fe
c c

L I L I
P

R R
  
  
 
 

   (3.21) 

The mechanical loss PM can be written as:  

      M mec rP T       (3.22) 

where, Tmec is the friction torque of the motor and ωr is the speed of the motor.  

The PCu and PFe are the two controllable losses in IPMSM [68]. Iron loss is the combined effect of 

eddy current and hysteresis losses. Eddy current losses are caused by the flow of induced currents 

inside the stator core and hysteresis losses are caused by the continuous variation of flux linkages 

and frequency of the flux variation in the core. The PM is speed dependent, therefore it is not 

controllable by LMC. The output power Pout, the total electrical power loss PL and the efficiency 

of the IPMSM, η are expressed as: 

      out e rP T      (3.23) 

L Cu F MeP PP P     

   
22 22 2 2 2Ψ Ψ3

2
r q qT q qTr d dT d dT

L s dT qT
c c c c

r rL I L IL I L I
P R I I

R R R R
                  

       

 (3.24) 
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     100%out

out L

P
P P

  


     (3.25) 

Eqn. (3.24) can be simplified as: 

     

  

2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2

( )3 33 Ψ Ψ
2 2

3 Ψ

s c
L s dT qT d dT s c d dT q qT

c c

s
d q dT qT

c

r
r

r

R RP R I I L I R R L I L I
R R

R L L I I
R







       
 

  

(3.26) 

In a conventional machine, operation under rated conditions is found to be highly efficient. This 

results from a favourable balance between copper and iron losses. However, there are many 

applications which require adjustable torque and speed different than the rated one. A torque or 

speed far from the rated operating point causes a significant drop in the efficiency of IPMSM drive. 

This is due to imbalance between iron and copper losses. Copper and iron losses are the most 

fundamental and dominant losses in IPMSM [68]. Because of this, in LMC the value of Rc is 

calculated at the rated torque and rated speed. First the iron loss PFe is calculated by subtracting 

PM and PCu given by Eqn. (3.22) and Eqn. (3.20), respectively from total power loss PL. The Rc 

now can be calculated from PFe based on Eqn. (3.21). However, Rc can change depending on the 

operating condition, it is assumed to be constant in this thesis. The complete parameters of the 

IPMSM which is under consideration for loss minimization in this thesis are given in Appendix 

A. As Eqn. (3.23) depicted efficiency can be improved by minimizing PL which is given in Eqn. 

(3.26) where the mechanical loss PM is not controllable, but the electrical losses PCu and PFe are 

controllable by means of vector control. The electrical losses are controlled by means of vector 

control.  
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3.5 Proposed Loss Minimization Algorithm 
 

The minimization of IPMSM power losses is regarded as one of the control objectives 

under the constraint of control torque production. In Fig. 3.3, the constant torque curve can be 

drawn as a hyperbola on the IdT and IqT plane using Eqn. (3.11). On the same plane, at a constant 

speed, a curve representing constant power losses takes the form of an ellipse of which the major 

axis is inclined by δ is given by Eqn. (3.26). As speed increases, the eccentricity of this ellipse and 

δ increases. Under the constraint of constant torque production, if an operating point is set at point 

“a” in Fig. 3.3, the curve A is supposed to be a power loss curve producing PLA. If an operating 

point is set at “b”, the curve B is a power loss curve, and it produces power losses PLB. Based on 

Lagrange’s Theorem, it can be easily found that power losses are minimum when the torque curve 

and power loss curve are tangent at a point. This is achieved if and only if their gradient vectors 

are parallel. This means that ∇𝑇𝑒(𝐼𝑑𝑇 , 𝐼𝑞𝑇) must be a scalar multiple of ∇𝑃𝐿(𝐼𝑑𝑇 , 𝐼𝑞𝑇) at the point 

of tangency [82]. 
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Fig. 3.3: Constant torque curve and power loss curve on IdT - IqT plane. 

 

In order to minimize total electrical losses (copper and iron losses) for any given constant torque 

(i.e, Te = TL), the Γ is chosen as output variable which is magnitude of the cross product of 

𝛻𝑇𝑒(𝐼𝑑𝑇 , 𝐼𝑞𝑇) and 𝛻𝑃𝐿(𝐼𝑑𝑇 , 𝐼𝑞𝑇). 

     Γ

L L

qT dT

e e

qT dT

P P
I I
T T
I I

  
  
 
  
 
   

     (3.27) 

Thus, the output for the proposed LMA is Γ. As per Fig. 3.3 the minimum loss condition is 

achieved if |Γ| = 0, where, |Γ| is determinant of Eqn. (3.27).   
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    det( ) 0e eL L

qT dT dT qT

T TP P
I I I I


  

    
   

   (3.28) 

The objective of the nonlinear controller is to force the output γ to zero, so that the reached 

operating point corresponds to a minimum value of PL along a constant torque trajectory. 

Differentiating Eqn. (3.26) with respect to IqT gives: 

      
2

2
23 3 3 ΨsL

s qT s c q qT d q dT
qT

r
c

r

c

RP R I R R L I L L I
I R R





     


  (3.29) 

Differentiating Eqn. (3.26) with respect to IdT gives: 

    
2

2 2
2 2

(3 3 Ψ 3 3)s c sL
s dT d s c d dT d q qT

dT c c

r
r r

c

R R RP R I L R R L I L L I
I R R R


 


     


 (3.30) 

Differentiating Eqn. (3.11) with respect to IqT gives: 

      
3 Ψ
2

e
d q dT

qT

T P L L I
I


   
 

   (3.31) 

Differentiating Eqn. (3.11) with respect to IdT gives: 

      
3
2

e
d q qT

dT

T P L L I
I


 


    (3.32) 

Substituting Eqns. (3.29)-(3.31) in Eqn. (3.28) gives: 
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R L L I
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(3.33) 

The optimal operating point d-axis current which provides the minimum electrical loss can be 

found by equating (3.33) to zero in order to achieve optimal IdT
*. 
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(3.34) 

For given torque (Te) and speed (ωr) the optimal d-axis current IdT is derived from (3.34) as shown 

below: 

     
2

* 4
2dT

b b acI
a

  
      (3.35) 

where, a, b and c are given as: 
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9 9 Ψ
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 (3.36) 

Eqn. (3.35) have two solutions. The solution with negative sign gave positive and very high value 

of IdT
* and the solution with positive sign gave negative and small value of IdT

*. The control 

objective was met with the second solution of the IdT
*. Thus, the optimal d-axis current from Eqns. 

(3.35) and (3.36) is obtained as: 
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(3.37) 

 
Eqn. (3.37) is used to control the flux to achieve minimum loss condition of the motor.   
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Chapter 4 

 

Nonlinear Controller Design for IPMSM 

Drive 

In this Chapter, a nonlinear controller for IPMSM is developed based on adaptive 

backstepping technique. In order to achieve high performance operation from the IPMSM drive, 

the vector control technique is utilized for the proposed drive. The basic principle of the adaptive 

backstepping technique is explained here. Step-by-step design procedures to derive control and 

parameter update laws for IPMSM drive are presented in detail. Stability analysis for the proposed 

controller is also provided. 

 

4.1 Adaptive Backstepping Technique 
 

The conventional gain PI and PID controllers are sensitive to plant parameter variations, 

load variation and other disturbances. For the purpose of obtaining high dynamic performance, 

several non-linear controllers have been developed for IPMSM [31-43]. Recently, feedback 

linearization control (FBLC) has been applied to IPMSM with an aim to design the nonlinear 

controller by changing the original dynamics into linear one, which has limitations in terms of 

incorporating all system nonlinearities [70, 71, 82]. Thus, the performance of the system utilizing 
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FBLC for reported works were not at an optimum level. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an 

adaptive controller which incorporates system nonlinearities particularly, mechanical parameters, 

sometimes which are not possible to measure at all. These parameters may also vary with different 

operation conditions especially with mechanical load variation. 

Adaptive Backstepping is a systematic and recursive design methodology for nonlinear 

feedback control which makes use of the Lyapunov stability theory [79]. The key idea of adaptive 

backstepping is to systematically decompose a complex nonlinear control problem into simpler 

and smaller ones and to select recursively appropriate functions of state variables as so-called 

“virtual-control”. Each backstepping stage results in a new virtual-control to deal with a 

decomposed subsystem problem and this virtual-control becomes a reference to the next design 

step for another subsystem. At the final stage, true control input for the original control objectives 

can be formed by summing up the Lyapunov functions associated with each individual design 

stage. While feedback linearization methods require precise models and often cancel some useful 

nonlinearity, the adaptive backstepping design offers a choice of design tools for accommodation 

of uncertainties and nonlinearities and can avoid wasteful cancellations. Another important feature 

of the backstepping design method is that it can be easily combined with adaptive control 

techniques. Parameter update laws can be obtained simultaneously with design steps of control 

laws. Hence, no extra effort to build other means for parameter adaptation is needed and the 

compensation of the parameter uncertainties in the system is quite straightforward. To guarantee 

the robustness, mechanical parameters are estimated online based on adaptive backstepping 

technique [37, 80, 81]. Therefore, the proposed adaptive backstepping-based nonlinear controller 

(ABNC) is capable of conserving the system robustness and stability against mechanical parameter 

variations and external load torque disturbances. Among the IPMSM parameters, the load torque 
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is unknown in most applications and has a great influence in servo performance. Therefore, in this 

thesis we design an adaptive backstepping controller with parameter uncertainties of the load 

torque and friction coefficient. 

 

4.2 Proposed LMA Based Nonlinear Controller 

Design 
 

The fundamental of backstepping controller is the identification of a virtual control variable 

and forcing it to become a stabilizing function. Thus, it generates a corresponding error variable 

which can be stabilized by proper input selection via Lyapunov’s stability theory [79]. In order to 

derive the adaptive control algorithms the mathematical model of IPMSM as derived in Chapters 

2 and 3 are considered. 

    
 

  qdT c
d s dT qT

d s d
r

c

LdI R V R I I
dt L R R L

  


   (4.1) 

    
 

 ΨqT c r
q s qT d dT

q s c q

dI R V R I L I
dt L R R L


     

   (4.2) 

     
3 Ψ
2e qT d q qT dT
PT I L L I I   
 

    (4.3) 

    r
e L m r

dT T B J
dt


        (4.4) 

In order to achieve high dynamic performance from an IPMSM, the vector control 

technique is utilized for the proposed ABNC of IPMSM drive. Command d-axis and q-axis input 

voltages are developed in the proposed controller to guarantee high speed tracking performance of 

the IPMSM. The first step for the purpose of speed tracking is to select the input variable with 
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proper value in order to ensure the convergence of the motor speed to the command/reference 

speed. The speed error is defined as: 

      *
r re         (4.5) 

Then from (4.3) – (4.5) speed error dynamic is given by: 

     
1 3 Ψ

2r m r L qT d q dT qT
Pe B T I L L I I

J
 

 
       

 
  (4.6) 

The Lyapunov function is given by: 

      21
2

V e      (4.7) 

The stabilizing function is determined by differentiating the Lyapunov function (4.7) to get: 

V ee  

     
3 Ψ
2m r L qT d q dT qT

e PB T I L L I I
J


 

     
 

   (4.8) 

In order to stabilize the motor speed the d-q axis currents are identified as virtual control variables. 

From Eqn. (4.8) we choose the following stabilizing functions: 

      *
1

2
3 ΨqT m r LI B T k Je

P
      (4.9) 

     * 0dTI        (4.10) 

where, k1 is a constant gain, 𝐼𝑞𝑇∗  and 𝐼𝑑𝑇∗  are the command currents. Substituting Eqns. (4.9) and 

(4.10) back into Eqn. (4.8) the Lyapunov function becomes: 

     2
1V k e        (4.11) 

If k1 > 0 then the function is negative semi-definite which ensures asymptotic stability.  

If the γ and q-axis current are identified as the virtual control variables the corresponding 

error functions are defined as: 
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     *e          (4.12) 

     *
q qT qTe I I        (4.13) 

Like the speed error, these error functions must also be reduced to zero. The error dynamics given 

with γ̇∗ = 0 are: 

     e         (4.14) 

     *
q qT qTe I I        (4.15) 

The parameters that must be estimated in this work are the load torque (TL) and friction coefficient 

(Bm). Since the value of load torque is unknown and the motor parameters are varying with 

different operation condition, these values should be estimated adaptively. The corresponding error 

variables are given by: 

     ˆ
L L LT T T        (4.16) 

     ˆ
m m mB B B        (4.17) 

The q-axis command current Eqn. (4.9) must be modified to incorporate the estimated load torque 

and estimated friction coefficient as: 

     *
1

2
Ψ

ˆ ˆ
3qT m r LI B T k Je

P
   

 
   (4.18) 

where, �̂�𝐿 and �̂�𝑚 are the estimated values of load torque and friction coefficient, respectively.  

The speed error dynamic from Eqns. (4.6), (4.13) and (4.18) can be rewritten as: 

 1
1 3 Ψ 2 ˆ ˆ 3

2 3 Ψ 2m r L m r L q d q dT qT
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J P
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1 3 3Ψ
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   (4.19) 
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The time derivative of Eqn. (3.32) is given by: 
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For stabilizing γ and q-axis current vectors, the Eqns. (4.14) and (4.15) can be defined as: 

Substituting Eqn. (4.20) into γ error dynamic Eqn. (4.14) is defined as:  
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Substituting Eqns. (4.2) and (4.18) into the q-axis current error dynamic Eqn. (4.15) gives:  
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As the mechanical parameters of the system change at different operating conditions, those should 

be determined adaptively. Based on the error dynamics, new Lyapunov function including the γ 

and q-axis current error variables and estimation error variables is presented for reduction of 

estimated errors to zero. 
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where, φ1, φ2 are constant adaptive gains. By differentiating the new Lyapunov function and using 

the value of error dynamics one can achieve: 
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The control input Vd and Vq voltages are derived to make Eqn. (4.24) negative semi-definite to 

guarantee global stability [42, 43]. 
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where, k1, k2 and k3 are the closed loop feedback gains.  

 

4.3 Development of Parameter Adaptation 
 

Now substituting Eqns. (4.25) and (4.26) into (4.24) with further simplification, the 

Lyapunov function becomes: 
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Eqn. (4.27) can be simplified in the following form: 
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Where, φ1 and φ2 are adaptive gains. The parameter adaptation for the estimated adaptive values 

can be derived as:  
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As we can see from Eqns. (4.29) and (4.30) the right hand side of the parameter adaptation laws 

also contain the updated parameter. For the first sample, the nominal value of the parameter is used 

in the right hand side and then updated parameter is used from the next sample.  

The following expression of Eqn. (4.28) is obtained as: 

     2 2 2
1 1 2 3 qV k e k e k e        (4.31) 

If k1, k2, k3 > 0 the Eqn. (4.31) becomes negative semi-definite which guarantees asymptotic 

stability of the complete system. 
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4.4 Simulation Results of the Proposed Loss 

Minimization based ABNC for IPMSM 
 

The dynamics of the IPMSM drive is complex because of its nonlinear nature and also the 

discrete time nature of the inverter and motor system. After developing the control strategy of the 

complete drive system and to verify the effectiveness of the proposed controller, digital 

simulations are performed to predict the behaviour of the system before it is implemented in real-

time. The simulation of the proposed IPMSM drive controller has been study using 

MATLAB/Simulink software as per Fig. 4.1 [77]. The gains used in the simulation model of 

ABNC drive system are k1=2500, k2=8000, k3=15000. The extensive simulation results are 

presented after an explanation about the complete drive system with particular attention to the 

three-phase inverter and its operation by PWM control scheme.  

 

Fig. 4.1: Block diagram of the proposed loss minimization based ABNC for IPMSM drive. 
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The proposed loss minimization based ABNC scheme of the IPMSM drive is shown in Fig. 4.1. 

The equivalent Simulink schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 4.2. The motor parameters used for 

this simulation are given in Appendix A. The details of each subsystem are shown in Appendix B. 

The Eqns. (4.1)–(4.4) for IPMSM are used for motor model in Simulink. The command q-axis 

current generated using Eqn. (4.18). Adaptive controller is simulated in the controller block using 

control law Eqns. (4.25)-(4.26) to give the command d- and q-axis voltages. The command d-q 

axis voltages are applied to the inverse Clark and Park transformations (dq/abc) to get the 

command abc coordinate values. These command voltages are compared with high frequency 

carrier signals to generate pulse width modulation (PWM) signals for inverter switches. The 

inverter runs the motor. The estimator block estimates the mechanical motor parameters using the 

update laws (4.29)-(4.30). The details about the operation of the three-phase inverter and PWM 

techniques are explained in the following sub-sections.  

4.4.1 Three-Phase Inverter 
 

3-phase inverters are widely used for ac motor drives and general-purpose ac supplies. The 

inverter converts DC power to AC power as well as offers an easy way to regulate both the 

frequency and magnitude of the voltage and current applied to a motor [3]. As shown in Fig. 4.3, 

the inverter consists of three half-bridge units, each made up of two transistor switches and two 

anti-parallel freewheeling diodes. The motor terminals (a, b and c) are connected to the mid-point 

of each inverter leg. The motor phase windings are Y-connected, ‘n’ is the neutral point which is 

not grounded and ‘g’ is the inverter ground. The inverter leg voltages (with respect to ground ‘g’) 

are denoted by Vag, Vbg and Vcg and the motor phase voltages (with respect to neutral ‘n’) are  
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denoted by Van, Vbn, and Vcn. By using Kirchhoff’s voltage law to the inverter motor circuit Van, 

Vbn, and Vcn can be easily derived as: 

    

2 1 1
3 3 3
1 2 1
3 3 3
1 1 2
3 3 3

an ag

bn bg

cn cg

V V
V V
V V

 
  

    
           
       

  
  

    (4.32) 

Eqn. (4.32) implies that it is possible to express the motor phase voltages Vabcn from the inverter 

leg voltage Vabcg. The basic operation of the 3-phase inverter can be explained by considering the 

single inverter leg. For example, if switch SW1 is logic ‘1’ or ‘on’ and switch is logic ‘0’ or ‘off’ 

would establish Vdc across terminals ‘a’ and ‘g’, therefore Vag = Vdc. On the other hand, if switch 

SW1 is logic ‘0’ and switch SW4 is logic ‘1’ would apply zero voltage across ‘a’ and ‘g’, therefore 

Vag = 0. Setting both SW1 and SW4 to logic ‘1’ would short the voltage bus to ground, thus a dead 

time must be included in switching logic intentionally delaying the all off-on transitions of the 

transistor switches. 

 

Fig. 4.3: Three-phase inverter feeding a Y-connected IPMSM. 
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Table 4.1: Inverter states and corresponding invert leg voltages and motor phase voltages. 

Phase state 
‘abc’ 

Vag Vbg Vcg Van Vbn Vcn 

000 0 0 0 0 0 0 

001 0 0 Vdc -1/3Vdc -1/3Vdc 2/3Vdc 

010 0 Vdc 0 -1/3Vdc 2/3Vdc -1/3Vdc 

011 0 Vdc Vdc -2/3Vdc 1/3Vdc 1/3Vdc 

100 Vdc 0 0 2/3Vdc -1/3Vdc -1/3Vdc 

101 Vdc 0 Vdc 1/3Vdc -2/3Vdc 1/3Vdc 

110 Vdc Vdc 0 1/3Vdc 1/3Vdc -2/3Vdc 

111 Vdc Vdc Vdc 0 0 0 

 

During the dead time, both SW1 and SW4 are simultaneously logic ‘0’ and the direction of current 

ia will determine the actual voltage. If ia < 0, then Vag = Vdc and diode D1 will conduct. If ia > 0, 

then Vag = 0 and diode D4 will conduct. Since the on-and-off states of the power switches in one 

inverter leg are always opposite without considering the dead time, each inverter leg can be in 

either of two states. Therefore, the 3-phase inverter as a whole can be in any of possible eight 

states. Table 4.1 summarizes these eight inverter states and corresponding invert leg voltages and 

motor phase voltage using the relations in Eqn. (4.32). 

4.4.2 Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) 
 

There are many possible PWM techniques proposed. The classifications of PWM techniques 

can be given as follows [3]: 

 Sinusoidal PWM (SPWM) 
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 Selected harmonic elimination PWM 

 Minimum ripple current PWM 

 Space vector modulation PWM (SVM) 

 Random PWM 

 Hysteresis band current control PWM 

 Sinusoidal PWM with instantaneous current control 

 Delta modulation 

 Sigma-delta modulation 

Often, PWM techniques are classified on the basis of voltage or current control, feed-forward or 

feedback methods, carrier- or non-carrier-based control, etc. The well-known PWM techniques 

are sinusoidal PWM, hysteresis PWM, and SVM. The PWM strategies considered in this thesis 

are sinusoidal PWM and hysteresis PWM. 

The sinusoidal PWM technique is very popular for industrial converters. Fig. 4.4 explains 

the general principle of SPWM, where common triangle carrier wave of fixed amplitude and 

frequency is compared with the 3-phase reference voltages of variable amplitude and frequency 

from the controller and the points of intersection determine the switching points of power devices 

[3]. In the entire control system, the inverter reference signals are initially issued in the dq 

coordinates from the controller and then transformed into the abc coordinates. Each comparator 

output forms the switching-state of the corresponding inverter leg. The switching logic of the 

corresponding inverter leg are given as follows: 

If Va,ref > Vtriangle, SW1 = 1 (on) and SW4 = 0 (off), State 1 for phase a 

If Va,ref < Vtriangle, SW1 = 0 and SW4 = 1, State 0 for phase a 

If Vb,ref > Vtriangle, SW3 = 1 and SW6 = 0, State 1 for phase b 
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If Vb,ref < Vtriangle, SW3 = 0 and SW6 = 1, State 0 for phase b 

If Vc,ref > Vtriangle, SW5 = 1 and SW2 = 0, State 1 for phase c 

If Vc,ref < Vtriangle, SW5 = 0 and SW2 = 1, State 0 for phase c 

The sinusoidal reference voltage establishes the desired fundamental frequency of the inverter 

output, while the triangular carrier wave establishes the switching frequency of the inverter.  

Hysteresis PWM is basically an instantaneous feedback current control method of PWM. 

It is very simple to implement and taking care directly for the current control. In hysteresis PWM, 

the switch logic is realized by three hysteresis controllers, one for each phase. Each controller 

determines the switching state of one inverter leg in such a way that the corresponding actual 

current is maintained within a hysteresis band ∆i of reference current. To increase a phase current, 

 

Fig. 4.4: Principle of sinusoidal PWM for three-phase bridge inverter. 
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Fig. 4.5: Principle of hysteresis-band current control PWM. 

 

the corresponding inverter leg voltage is equal to the Vdc until the upper band-range is reached. 

Then, the negative Vdc is applied until the phase current drops to the lower limit of a hysteresis. 

Due to the elimination of an additional current controller, the motor parameter dependence is very 

low. However, PWM frequency is not fixed and switching frequency increase at lower modulation. 

Fig. 4.5 explains the operation principle of hysteresis PWM for a half-bridge inverter. In simulation 

the sinusoidal PWM and hysteresis PWM are used for ABNC and PI control, respectively. 

4.4.3 Design of PI Controller for Comparison 
 

In order to prove the superiority of the proposed ABNC and NFC, a simple PI controller is designed 

for speed control. The input to the PI controller is the speed error and the output is the torque 

component current iq
*. The speed controller can be described as:  

* Δ Δ  q P r I ri K K dt     
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where, Δωr is the speed error between actual and command speeds, KP is the proportional gain and 

KI is the integral gain for the PI type speed controller. At first the PI controller gains are selected 

as KP = 0.7 and KI = 2 to avoid overshoot but the controller becomes sluggish. In order to get the 

best performance, the PI control parameters are played around these values by trial and error. The 

parameters of the PI controller are chosen by trial and error such that it gives the best performance 

at the steady-state condition with minimum overshoot, minimum settling time and zero steady-

state error based on simulation results. The final controller gains are found to be KP = 1 and KI = 

7. The command d-axis current is considered as zero. These d- and q-axis command currents are 

transformed into abc coordinates and fed to a hysteresis current controller, which is used to 

generate the PWM gate signals for the inverter. The block diagram of the IPMSM drive with PI 

speed controller is shown in Fig. 4.6. 

Fig. 4.6: Block diagram of the simple PI controller based IPMSM drive for speed control. 
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4.4.4 Simulation Results and Discussion 
 

The complete closed loop vector control of IPMSM drive incorporating the proposed loss 

minimization based ABNC has been investigated extensively at different operating conditions. A 

performance comparison between conventional PI controller and proposed ABNC is also provided 

to show the superiority of the controllers. The performance of the proposed LMA is also compared 

with conventional id = 0 control scheme.  First, the high dynamic performance results are shown 

for PI controller and ABNC, then the loss minimization results are shown for proposed controller 

with LMA and without LMA at different operating conditions. The sample results are shown 

below.  

Fig. 4.7(a) shows the PI control speed response for the command speed of 183 rad/s at full 

load (19 Nm) condition. The actual speed converges to the command speed with an overshoot. The 

starting current is also high as seen from Fig. 4.7(b). The actual motor phase current ia, speed error 

and three phase currents are shown in Fig. 4.7(c)-(e), respectively. It is found in Fig. 4.8 that the 

settling time is less and the actual speed converges with the command speed with negligible 

overshoot and no steady state error for ABNC scheme. The starting current is also less compared 

with conventional PI controller. The d- and q-axis currents and line current are shown in Fig. 4.8(b) 

and (c), respectively. Fig. 4.9(a)-(c) show the corresponding tracking errors of q-axis current, 

gamma function and speed defined in backstepping design which all converge to zero. Thus, it 

ensures the global stability of the drive system. The estimated load torque, friction constant and 

developed torque are shown in Fig. 4.10. These estimated values are not exactly following the 

nominal values. The reason is that the nominal values are measured with lot of assumptions and 

the purpose of adaptive controller is to adjust the parameter values with online changing 

conditions. The speed response and corresponding three phase currents, d- and q-axis currents and 
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speed error of the PI controller at rated speed (183 rad/s) with 50% rated load (9.5 Nm) are shown 

in Fig. 4.11. It is observed that it has high overshoot of about 3.83% and long settling time (0.6sec) 

at that condition. The speed response, line current, and d-q axes currents of the proposed ABNC 

at rated speed (183 rad/s) with 50% rated load (9.5 Nm) are shown in Fig. 4. 12 (a)-(c). The speed 

of the proposed ABNC drive can follow the command speed with less (1.64%) overshoot. But the 

settling time is little longer (0.7sec).  The corresponding speed error and virtual control variable 

errors are shown in Fig. 4.13. All the errors converges to zero which indicate that stability of the 

drive at 50% rated load. Fig. 4.14 (a)-(c) shows the corresponding estimated load torque, friction 

coefficient and developed torque, respectively.  

To test the robustness of the controller, disturbance is applied by change of load which is 

a very common type of disturbance. The robustness of the proposed controller is tested and 

compared with PI controller. Fig. 4.15 (a)-(d) shows the speed response, d- and q- axis currents, 

line current  and speed error with step increase of load from 50% load (9.5 Nm) to rated load (19 

Nm) at t=1s for PI controller, and proposed ABNC responses are shown in Fig. 4.16. In the case 

of PI controller, speed response has a high overshoot at start with 50% load and the speed deviation 

from the command speed is high with change of load. On other side, the proposed ABNC has a 

fairly low overshoot at start with 50% load as compared to conventional PI controller. But the 

speed deviation from the command speed is higher with change of load and also the settling time 

is longer. The d axis and q axis current converge to new value so that the motor actual speed 

follows the command speed. The line current of the controller is shown in Fig. 4.16(c) and the 

corresponding d-q axis currents are shown in Fig. 4.16(b). The speed error and virtual control 

errors are shown in Fig. 4.17. In Fig. 4.18(a)-(c), estimated load torque, friction constant and 

developed torque are shown. The developed torque converges to load torque with change of load 
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and all error variables converge to zero. The estimated load torque tries to follow the actual load 

torque. 

For high performance drive application it is essential to follow the command speed when 

sudden change of command speed is needed without any overshoot, and zero steady-state error. 

The responses of the PI controller and ABNC for a change of command speed from 150 rad/s to 

183 rad/s at t=1s  at 50% rated load (9.5 Nm) are shown in Figs. 4.19 and 4.20, respectively. Fig. 

4.19 shows that actual speed follows the command speed with 3% overshoot and settling time of 

0.6 sec. which is not good for high performance system. Fig. 4.19(b)-(d) shows the corresponding 

d-q axis currents, phase currents and speed error. Fig. 4.20(a) shows the speed response which 

follows the command speed with 0.67% overshoot and settling time of approximately 0.4 sec. Fig. 

4.20(b) and (c) shows the d-q axis currents and line (‘a’ phase) current, respectively. The virtual 

control errors and speed error are shown in Fig. 4.21. The estimated load torque, friction constant 

and developed torque are shown in Fig. 4.22. Thus, it is found that the proposed ABNC based 

drive has better performance than PI controller in the case of changing reference speed. 

The performance of the proposed LMA along with ABNC is examined. Fig. 4.23 shows 

the responses of the efficiency and power loss with and without LMA. The simulation started with 

load torque of 19 Nm and the command speed of 183 rad/s. When the loss minimization is on, 

LMA calculates the optimum d-axis current level online based on the speed and motor parameters. 

It is observer that the LMA can improve the efficiency by almost 3% as compared to without any 

LMA. Next, the efficiency of the motor is observed in Fig. 4.24 with and without LMA at 50% 

load (9.5 Nm) and rated speed (183 rad/s). In Fig. 4.25 the efficiency is observed at full load (19 

Nm) and command change in speed from 150 rad/s to 183 rad/s condition.  
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
(d) 

(e) 

Fig. 4.7: Simulated response of PI controller based IPMSM drive at full load (19 Nm) and rated 
speed (183 rad/s); (a) speed, (b) d- and q-axis currents, (c) line current, (d) speed error, and (e) a, 
b and c phase currents. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 4.8: Simulated response of the proposed ABNC based IPMSM drive at full load (19 Nm) 
and rated speed (183 rad/s); (a) speed, (b) d- and q-axis currents, and (c) line current. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 4.9: Simulated response of the proposed ABNC based IPMSM drive at full load (19 Nm) 
and rated speed (183 rad/s); (a) speed error, (b) q-axis current error, eq, and (c) gamma function 
error, eγ. 
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(a) 

(c) 

Fig. 4.10: Simulated response of proposed ABNC based IPMSM drive at full load (19 Nm) and 
rated speed (183 rad/s); (a) estimated load torque, (b) estimated friction constant, and (c) 
developed torque. 

(b) 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
(d) 

Fig. 4.11: Simulated response of the PI based IPMSM drive at 50% load (9.5 Nm) and rated 
speed (183 rad/s); (a) speed, (b) d- and q-axis currents, (c) three phase currents, and (d) speed 
error. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 4.12: Simulated response of the proposed ABNC based IPMSM drive at 50% load (9.5 Nm) 
and rated speed (183 rad/s); (a) speed, (b) d- and q-axis currents, and (c) line current. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 4.13: Simulated response of the proposed ABNC based IPMSM drive at 50% load (9.5 Nm) 
and rated speed (183 rad/s); (a) speed error, (b) q-axis current error, eq, and (c) gamma function 
tracking error, eγ. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 4.14: Simulated response of the proposed ABNC based IPMSM drive at 50% load (9.5 Nm) 
and rated speed (183 rad/s); (a) estimated load torque, (b) estimated friction constant, and (c) 
developed torque. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
(d) 

Fig. 4.15: Simulated response of PI controller based IPMSM drive for a step increase of load 
from 9.5 Nm to 19 Nm and rated speed (183 rad/s); (a) speed, (b) d- and q-axis currents, (c) line 
current, and (d) speed error. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 4.16: Simulated response of the proposed ABNC based IPMSM drive for a step increase of 
load from 9.5 Nm to 19 Nm and rated speed (183 rad/s); (a) speed, (b) d- and q-axis currents, and 
(c) line current 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 4.17: Simulated response of the proposed ABNC based IPMSM drive for a step increase of 
load from 9.5 Nm to 19 Nm and rated speed (183 rad/s); (a) speed error, (b) q-axis current error, 
eq, and (c) gamma function tracking error, eγ. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 4.18: Simulated response of the proposed ABNC based IPMSM drive for a step increase of 
load from 9.5 Nm to 19 Nm and rated speed (183 rad/s); (a) estimated load torque, (b) estimated 
friction constant, and (c) developed torque. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c
) 

(d) 

Fig. 4.19: Simulated response of PI controller based IPMSM drive for a step increase of speed 
command from 150 rad/s to 183 rad/s at 50% load (9.5 Nm); (a) speed, (b) d- and q-axis 
currents, (c) actual a, b and c phase currents, and (d) speed error. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 4.20: Simulated response of the proposed ABNC based IPMSM drive for a step increase of 
speed command from 150 rad/s to 183 rad/s at 50% load (9.5 Nm); (a) speed, (b) d- and q-axis 
currents, and (c) line current. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 4.21: Simulated response of the proposed ABNC based IPMSM drive for a step increase of 
speed command from 150 rad/s to 183 rad/s at 50% load (9.5 Nm); (a) speed error, (b) q-axis 
current error, eq, and (c) gamma function tracking error, eγ. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 4.22: Simulated response of the proposed ABNC based IPMSM drive for a step increase of 
speed command from 150 rad/s to 183 rad/s at 50% load (9.5 Nm); (a) estimated load torque, (b) 
estimated friction constant, and (c) developed torque. 
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Fig. 4.25: Simulated response of the proposed LMA based ABNC for IPMSM drive for a step 
increase of speed command from 150 rad/s to 183 rad/s at rated load (19 Nm). 

Fig. 4.24: Simulated response of the propose LMA based ABNC for IPMSM drive for a step 
increase of load from 9.5 Nm to 19 Nm and rated speed (183 rad/s). 
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Fig. 4.26 shows the simulation results to test the effectiveness of parameter adaptation. The motor 

is started with wrong parameter value of TL = 1 Nm to the controller at a command speed of 183 

rad/s while the true value is TL = 5 Nm. At t=0.3 sec, parameter adaptation is activated, and t=2 

sec, a step load of 19 Nm is applied suddenly. Fig. 4.26(a) shows the successful parameter 

adaptation result. Fig. 4.26(b) shows the speed response. There was a steady-state error in speed 

due to the wrong parameter before the parameter adaptation is activated as shown in Fig. 4.26(b). 

However, once parameter adaptation is initiated at t=0.3sec, this steady-state error becomes zero. 

At t=1 sec, speed increase is observed due to sudden load increase, but speed is recovered to its 

reference value in a short time due to the effectiveness of the adaptation laws.  

4.5 Concluding Remarks 
 

A loss minimization based adaptive backstepping-based nonlinear controller for an 

IPMSM drive has been developed. The control laws were derived based on the motor model 

incorporating various system uncertainties. This proposed scheme successfully estimate the 

parameter values at different operating conditions. Global stability of the developed nonlinear 

controller has been verified analytically using Lyapunov’s stability theory. The performance of the 

proposed control technique has been tested in simulation at different operating conditions. The 

performance of the proposed ABNC was found to be superior when compared with conventional 

PI controller at different operating conditions. However, ABNC depends on the exact 

mathematical model of the system and suffers from high computational burden, which may cause 

problem while implementing it in real-time. Therefore, an NFC based online loss minimization of 

an IPMSM drive is proposed.  
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 4.26: Simulated response of the proposed ABNC based IPMSM drive at rated speed (183 
rad/s) with step change in load from 5 Nm to 19 Nm at t=2sec; (a) speed, and (b) estimated load 
torque. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Performance of Neuro-Fuzzy and Loss 

Minimization Based IPMSM Drive 

In this chapter, a simple online adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) is 

used for speed control of IPMSM drive [59]. Some of the advantages of ANFIS are very fast 

convergence due to hybrid learning and the ability to construct reasonably good input membership 

functions. The most appealing feature of ANFIS based neuro-fuzzy controller (NFC) is that it 

provides more choices over membership functions. An online self-tuning algorithm is also used to 

adjust the precondition and consequent parameters of the ANFIS. Moreover, the model-based 

LMA developed in Chapter 3 is incorporated with the NFC to achieve both high efficiency and 

high dynamic performance.  

 

5.1 Design of Proposed NFC 
 

As mentioned earlier in Chapter 1, the designs of intelligent controllers do not need exact 

mathematical model of the system. Simplicity and less intensive mathematical design requirements 

are the main features of intelligent controller, which are suitable to deal with nonlinearities and 

uncertainties of electric motors [83]. Therefore, the intelligent controllers demand particular 
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attention for high performance nonlinear IPMSM drive systems. However, the fuzzy logic 

controller (FLC) and artificial neural network (ANN) have disadvantages such as, a simple FLC 

has a narrow speed operation and needs much more manual adjusting by trial and error if high 

performance is required [83-89]. On the other, it is extremely hard to create a series of training 

data for ANN that can handle all the operating modes [83-89]. In order to achieve the advantages 

of both FLC and ANN and not the disadvantages, researchers developed neuro-fuzzy controller 

(NFC) for motor drive applications. In [55], a conventional NFC is applied to tune the PI controller 

parameters for IPMSM drive. Moreover, in those works the centers and weights of the NFC were 

tuned offline. In most of NFC, large number of membership functions and rules are used for 

designing the controller, these cause high computational burden for the conventional NFC, which 

is the major limitation for practical industrial applications. Therefore, an ANFIS is designed in 

such a way that the computational burden remains at the low level. 

The Takagi-Sugino-Kang (TSK) fuzzy inference system and the corresponding ANFIS 

based general NFC architecture are shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. The proposed NFC 

incorporates a six-layer ANN structure. In six layer ANN structure the first layer represents for 

inputs, the second layer represents for fuzzification, the third represent for fuzzy rules, the forth 

represents firing strength, the fifth represents consequent value and the sixth layer represents 

output. The TSK fuzzy rule-based control systems were enunciated in defuzzification process. As 

it is more accurate than the Mamdani method [83]. Moreover, in addition, if they are based on 

local semantic, the rules have more freedom to improve their performance at the expense of a loss 

of interpretability which is very useful when the main objective is the accuracy. It requires less 

computation than Mamdani method as it utilizes a linear defuzzification. The details of each layers 

are given in the next section. 
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where, x is the input of the 2nd layer which is the same as the output of 1st layer, superscript indicate 

the membership function and subscript indicate input. For example, 𝜇𝐴11 (𝑥) is the first membership 

function of input 1. It is considered that a2 = 0 in order for further reduction of computational 

burden. Parameters in this layer are referred to as precondition parameters, which need to be tuned 

online based on operating conditions of the motor. 

Layer 3: 

This layer is called rule layer. Every node in this layer multiplies incoming signals and 

sends the product. The node equations in rule layer are specified as:  

          1 1 2 2, , , , , j j j i
j A A Aj i An nx x x x          (5.5) 

However, for the proposed controller, this layer can be ignored, since the number of input is one. 

Therefore, the output of the second layer is directly passed to the fourth layer. 

So,        1 2 3
1 1 2 1 3 1,  ,  A A Ax x x            (5.6) 

Layer 4: 

Every node in this layer calculates the normalized firing strength of a rule in the proposed 

NFC. 
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Layer 5: 

Every node in this layer calculates weighted consequent values �̅�1𝑓1, �̅�2𝑓2, and �̅�3𝑓3, where 

𝑓1, 𝑓2, and 𝑓3 are considered as linear consequent functions as: 

     1 1
1 0 1f a a x        (5.8a) 

     2 2
2 0 1f a a x        (5.8b) 

     3 3
3 0 1f a a x         (5.8c) 

Where, x is normalized speed error.  

In order to make the activation function nonlinear with time, parameters {a0
1, a1

1, a0
2, a1

2, a0
3, a1

3} 

need to be tuned based on operating conditions of the motor. Parameters in this layer are referred 

to as consequent parameters. 

Layer 6: 

This layer is called the output layer. This layer sums all the incoming inputs. 

     1 1 2 2 3 3y f f f          (5.9) 

For the proposed NFC based IPMSM drive this control output (y) represents the q-axis command 

current of the stator (𝑖𝑞∗). This current is responsible to force the motor to follow the reference 

speed trajectory. The proposed NFC acts as a speed controller. Now, the LMA developed in 

Chapter 3 is integrated with the NFC so that high dynamic performance of IPMSM can be achieved 

while maintaining high efficiency. The block diagram of the proposed ANFIS and LMC based 

IPMSM drive is shown in Fig. 5.5. 
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Fig. 5.5: Block diagram of the proposed NFC and LMC based IPMSM drive. 

 

5.3 On-line Tuning Method 
 

Since it is almost impossible to determine or calculate desired ANFIS controller output, iq* 

and find training data off-line covering all operating conditions, an unsupervised on-line self-

tuning method is used in this thesis. Instead of using desired controller’s output iq* as target, 

reinforcement signal, r, which is equal to the normalized speed error of the IPMSM and is the same 

as x variable input to the controller is utilized to generate control action to produce the desired 

speed response. The corresponding equation is given as: 

      
22 *1 1

2 2 r rE r         (5.10) 

The back propagation algorithm is used to tune the input membership functions and the 

coefficients of linear activation functions at the output. 
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5.3.1 Tuning of Precondition Parameters 
 

The learning rules can be derived as follows: 

        1
ii i a
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Ea n a n
a




  


    (5.11a) 
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Eb n b n
b




  


    (5.11b) 

where, 𝜂𝑎𝑖, 𝜂𝑏𝑖 are the learning rate of the corresponding parameters. The derivatives can be found 

by chain rule as: 
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The common parts of Eqn. (5.12) are: 

     *
r r

E r
r
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      (5.14) 

     *
r

q

J
i





      (5.15) 

where, J is the Jacobian matrix of the system [52]. System Jacobian matrix cannot be found easily. 

For field oriented control, the PMSM system can be viewed as a single input single output system 

and then the Jacobian matrix can be estimated as a constant positive value. Considering that the 

effect of J is included in tuning rate parameter, the update rules can be determined from Eqns. 

(5.10)-(5.15), as follows:  
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Based on these update rules, the parameters of 𝑎1, 𝑎3, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, and 𝑏3 can be tuned.  

5.3.2 Tuning of Consequent Parameters 
 

To tune the consequent parameters, the following update laws are developed: 
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     (5.17b) 

where, 𝜂𝑎0𝑖  and 𝜂𝑎1𝑖  are the learning rate of the corresponding parameters. As with the precondition 

parameters adjustment discussed earlier, the derivatives can be found by chain rule as: 
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Using Eqns. (5.8) and (5.9): 
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The update laws for tuning consequent parameters can be obtained from Eqns. (5.10), (5.13)-

(5.15), and (5.17)-(5.19) as:  
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   (5.20b) 

Therefore, the overall tuning method can be summarized as: 

Step 1: An initial setting of fuzzy logic rules and initial values of 𝑎1, 𝑎3, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3 and 

{𝑎0
1, 𝑎1

1, 𝑎0
2, 𝑎1

2, 𝑎0
3, 𝑎1

3} are selected.  

Step 2: The normalized speed error is calculated, which is input to the controller. 

Step 3: Fuzzy reasoning is performed for the normalized speed error data input using Eqns. (5.1)-

(5.10). The membership values are calculated for the input speed error by using Eqns. (5.2)-(5.4), 

and output fuzzy reasoning 𝑖𝑞∗  is calculated. 
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Step 4: The tuning of the 𝑎1, 𝑎3, 𝑏1, 𝑏2 and 𝑏3 is done by substituting the measured reinforcement 

signal, r, the membership value 𝜇𝐴1𝑖 , and consequent value 𝑓1 into Eqn. (5.16). 

Step 5: Fuzzy reasoning is repeated as in step 3. 

Step 6: Tune the consequent parameters  {𝑎01, 𝑎11, 𝑎02, 𝑎12, 𝑎03, 𝑎13} using Eqn. (5.20) by 

substituting the input normalized speed error data (x), measured reinforcement signal, r, and 

calculated firing strength of rules from membership functions.  

Step 7: Repeat from step 3. 

 

5.4 Simulation Results and Discussion 
 

In order to demonstrate the performance of the ANFIS along with loss minimization 

capability of loss model-based controller (LMC), numerous extensive simulations were performed. 

A simulation model for the proposed ANFIS and LMA based closed loop vector control of IPMSM 

drive is developed using MATLAB/Simulink as per Fig. 5.6. The initial values of precondition 

and consequent parameters used in the simulation model are 𝑎1 = 0, 𝑎3 = 0, 𝑏1 = −0.5, 𝑏2 =

0.001, 𝑏3 = 0.5 and 𝑎01 = 0, 𝑎1
1 = 3, 𝑎0

2 = 0, 𝑎1
2 = 3, 𝑎0

3 = 0, 𝑎1
3 = 3. The values of tuning 

rate of precondition and consequent parameters are 1e-6 and 0.05, respectively. These values were 

obtained by trial and error in simulation under rated conditions. The learning rate were chosen 

small values so that the transition from one state to another becomes smooth. The details of the 

Simulink model are shown in Appendix B. 

First, the dynamic performance of the proposed drive is tested. Fig. 5.7(a) shows the 

starting speed response of the proposed NFC and LMC based IPMSM drive at full load (19 Nm)  
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condition. It is shown from this Figure that the performance of the proposed controller is fast and 

smooth. It is also seen that the actual speed follows the reference speed without any overshoot or 

undershoot and with zero steady-state error. The corresponding d-q axis currents, line current are 

shown in Fig. 5.7(b) and (c), respectively. Fig. 5.8(a) shows the corresponding steady-state actual 

three phase currents. This verifies the balanced operation of the motor. The developed torque, 

magnetic torque and the reluctance torque are shown in Fig. 5.8(b) and (c), respectively. It shows 

that the reluctance torque due to nonzero d- axis current contribute a part to the total developed 

torque by the drive. Traditionally, id is set to zero and hence the reluctance torque becomes zero. 

Therefore, the LMA is contributing to produce some reluctance torque. Fig. 5.9(a) shows the 

starting speed response of the proposed controller at no load. The actual speed converges with the 

reference speed within very short period of time with minimum overshoot and no steady-state 

error. The corresponding d-q axis currents, magnetic torque, reluctance torque and line current are 

shown in Fig. 5.9(b)-(d), respectively. The effectiveness of the proposed controller is also tested 

for a step increase in load from no load to full load (19 Nm) at rated reference speed (183 rad/s), 

which are shown in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11. The corresponding motor developed torque, magnetic 

torque, and reluctance torque are given in Fig. 5.10(b) and (c), respectively. With the increase of 

load q-axis current increases and d-axis current decreases as shown in Fig. 5.11(a). The effect in 

line current and three phase currents are shown in Fig. 5.11(b) and (c), respectively. Fig. 5.12 

shows the response of the proposed controller for IPMSM drive for step change in reference speed 

from 150 rad/s to 183 rad/s at no load condition. From Fig. 5.12(a), it is observed that the motor 

can follow the reference speed with very small overshoot (0.16%). The simulated d-q axis current 

vector trajectories for step increase in reference speed are shown in Fig. 5.12(b). Line current and 

the developed torque of the motor are shown in Fig. 5.12(c) and (d), respectively. Fig. 5.13(a) and 
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(b) show the speed response of the proposed controller of IPMSM drive under rated speed (183 

rad/s) and load (19 Nm) condition with doubled inertia (J → 2J) and doubled friction constant (Bm 

→ 2Bm), respectively. It is evident from Figs. 5.13(a) and (b) that the proposed ANFIS and LMA 

controller for IPMSM drive can follow the reference speed with increased inertia and friction 

constant smoothly without overshoot/undershoot and steady-state error.  

Next the loss minimization capability of the proposed ANFIS and LMC based IPMSM 

drive is tested at different operating conditions. Fig. 5.14 shows the efficiency and power loss of 

the drive for rated speed and load condition. From the Fig. 5.14(a), it is seen that the efficiency of 

the drive is approximately 87.5 % at rated conditions, it is same as in Fig. 4.24(b). In Fig. 5.15, the 

simulation started with the rated speed (183 rad/s) and rated torque (19 Nm) with the LMC. The 

loss minimization control technique is activated at t=0.5s. When the LMC is activated, it adjusts 

the optimum d-axis current level online based on the speed and motor parameters. This also leads 

to the rearrangement of iq in order to maintain the same torque. As a result of this arrangements, 

the efficiency is increased and the total loss is significantly reduced as shown in Fig. 5.15(a) and 

(b), respectively. The change in three phase current and d-q axis currents are shown in Fig. 5.15(c) 

and (d), respectively. Fig. 5.16 shows the efficiency and torque responses with and without LMA 

for change in load (9.5 Nm to 19 Nm) at t=0.5s and rated speed. It is seen from Fig. 16(a) that the 

proposed LMC can maintain higher efficiency at different load conditions as compared to without 

any LMA. Fig. 5.17 shows the efficiency response for IPMSM drive with and without LMA for 

change in speed (150 rad/s to 183 rad/s) at t=0.5s and rated load. From Fig. 5.17, one can see that 

when LMA is incorporated in proposed ANFIS based NFC the efficiency had almost no effect 

when there was speed change. However, without LMA the efficiency decreases when the speed is 

increased.  
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 5.7: Simulated response of the proposed ANFIS and LMC based IPMSM drive at rated speed 
(183 rad/s) and rated load (19 Nm); (a) speed, (b) d-q axis currents, (c) line current. 
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(c) 

Fig. 5.8: Simulated response of the proposed ANFIS and LMC based IPMSM drive at rated speed 
(183 rad/s) and rated load (19 Nm); (a) steady-state three phase currents, (b) developed torque, and 
(c) steady-state magnetic and reluctance torque. 

(b) 

(a) 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Fig. 5.9: Simulated response of the proposed ANFIS and LMC based IPMSM drive with no load 
and rated speed (183 rad/s); (a) speed, (b) d-q axis currents, (c) magnetic and reluctance torque, 
and (d) line current. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 5.10: Simulated response of the proposed ANFIS and LMC based IPMSM drive for step 
change in load from no load to full load (19 Nm) at rated speed (183 rad/s); (a) speed, (b) developed 
torque, and (c) magnetic and reluctance torque. 
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Fig. 5.11: Simulated response of the proposed ANFIS and LMC based IPMSM drive for step 
change in load from no load to full load (19 Nm) at rated speed (183 rad/s); (a) d-q axis currents, 
(b) steady-state three phase currents, and (c) line current. 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Fig. 5.12: Simulated response of the proposed ANFIS and LMC based IPMSM drive for step 
change in reference speed from 150 rad/s to 183 rad/s at no load; (a) speed, (b) d-q axis currents, 
(c) line current, and (d) developed torque. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 5.13: Simulated speed response of the proposed ANFIS and LMC based IPMSM drive under 
rated speed (183 rad/s) and load (19 Nm); (a) doubled inertia (J → 2J) at start, and (b) doubled 
friction constant (Bm → 2Bm) at start. 
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(b) 

Fig. 5.14: Simulated response of the proposed LMC for IPMSM drive at rated speed (183 rad/s) 
and load (19 Nm); (a) efficiency with LMA, and (b) power loss with LMA. 

(b) 

(a) 
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Fig. 5.15: Simulated response of the proposed LMC for IPMSM drive at rated speed and load 
condition; (a) efficiency, (b) power loss, (c) three phase current, and (d) d- and q-axis currents. 

(b) 

(c) 
(d) 

(a) 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 5.16: Simulated responses of the proposed IPMSM drive with and without LMA at rated 
speed (183 rad/s) and step change in load 9.5 Nm to 19 Nm at t=0.5s; (a) efficiency, and (b) 
developed torque. 
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(b) 

Fig. 5.17: Simulated responses of the proposed IPMSM drive with and without LMA for rated 
load (19 Nm) and step change in command speed 150 rad/s to 183 rad/s at t=0.5s; (a) efficiency, 
and (b) speed. 

(a) 
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5.5 Concluding Remarks 
 

An ANFIS based NFC has been proposed in this thesis. The NFC has been utilized to 

achieve both the good features of FLC and ANN controller. The proposed NFC is simple and 

therefore has low computational burden. Therefore, the proposed ANFIS based NFC is developed 

in real-time. The LMC technique developed in Chapter 3 has also been incorporated to achieve 

high efficiency while maintaining high dynamic performance. The simulation results verify the 

feasibility of the proposed drive. The performance of the proposed NFC and LMC based IPMSM 

drive has been found superior to the nonlinear and PI controller presented in Chapter 4. Therefore, 

the proposed ANFIS and LMC based drive is developed in real-time which is presented in next 

chapter. The proposed ANFIS and LMC based provide an efficient and robust IPMSM drive. The 

weights and membership functions are updated online based on back propagation technique which 

provide a unique feature of the adaptive controller. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Experimental Implementation 

 This chapter presents the experimental implementation of the proposed IPMSM drive 

system in real-time using DSP controller board DS 1104 on an available laboratory 5hp IPMSM. 

The detail hardware and software implementation are described below. Experimental results and 

discussion are also presented in order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed controllers in real-

time.  

 

6.1 DSP-Based Hardware Implementation of 

IPMSM Drive 
 

The DSP controller board DS 1104 is used for the real-time implementation of the proposed 

IPMSM drive system. The board is installed in an Intel PC with uninterrupted communication 

through dual port memory. The block diagram of the DSP board is shown in Fig. 6.2.The DS1104 

board is mainly based on a Texas Instrument MPC8240 64-bit floating point digital signal 

processor. The DS1104 board uses a PowerPC type PPC603e processor which operates at the clock 

of 250 MHz with 32 KB cache. This board has a 32 MB of SDRAM global memory and 8 MB of 

flash memory. The DSP is supplemented by a set of on-board peripherals used in digital control 
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systems including analog to digital (A/D), digital to analog (D/A) converters and digital 

incremental encoder interfaces. This board is also equipped with a TI TMS320F240 16-bit micro 

controller DSP that acts as a slave processor and provides the necessary digital I/O ports 

configuration and powerful timer functions such as input capture, output capture and PWM 

generation. In this work, the slave processor is used for only digital I/O subsystem configuration. 

Rotor position is sensed by an optical incremental encoder mounted at the rotor shaft and is fed 

back to the DSP board through the encoder interface. The encoder used in this work generates 

1024 pulses per revolution. A 24-bit position counter is used to count the encoder pulses and is  

 

read by a calling function in the software. The counter is reset in each revolution by the index pulse 

generated from the encoder. The motor speed is computed from the measured rotor position angles 

using discrete difference equation. The actual motor currents are measured by the Half-effect 

Fig. 6.1: Hardware schematic for experimental implementation of VSI fed IPMSM drive. 
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sensors, which have current range of 0 ~ 200A and a frequency range of 0 ~ 250 kHz. The current 

signals are fed back to DSP board through A/D channels. The output current signal of these sensors 

is converted to a voltage across the resistor connected between the output terminal of the sensor 

and ground. One can scale the output voltage by selecting the value of the resistors. These resistors 

can be within the range 0~100. As the output voltages due to these current sensors are low, 

interface circuit is used to amplify the output of the sensor. The interface circuit consists of non-

inverting amplifier with operational amplifier LM741CN as shown in Appendix C. As the motor 

neutral is not grounded, only two phases current are measured and third phase current is calculated 

using Kirchoff's Current Law in software.  

The hysteresis-band current control PWM is used to generate the logic signals which act 

as firing pulses for the inverter switches. Thus, these six logic signals are the output of the DSP 

Board and fed to the base drive circuit of the IGBT inverter power module.  The outputs of the 

digital I/O subsystem of the DS 1104 are six pulses with a magnitude of 5 V. This voltage level is 

not sufficient for the gate drive of IGBTs. Therefore, the voltage level is shifted from +5 V to 

+15V through the base drive circuit with the chip SN7407N as shown in Appendix C. At the same 

time it also provides isolation between low power and high power circuits. 

 

6.2 Software Development of IPMSM Drive 
 

The dSPACE DS1104 board is a self-contained system, not an embedded system. This 

means that board installed in the lab computer through a PCI slot is its own entity and none of the 

processing for a system implemented on the board is done by the host PC. As a result, the board 

requires that software be created and downloaded to the board for the system to function. 
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Fig. 6.2: Block diagram of the DS1104 board. 

 

As a first step for the implementation of the proposed control algorithm, a real-time Simulink 

model for the complete drive system is developed and the dSPACE program code in ANSI ‘C’ is 

generated from it by the real-time workshop (RTW). The real-time Simulink model for the 

proposed control scheme is shown in detail in Appendix D. Then, ControlDesk software is used to 

download software to the DSP board, start and stop function of the DS1104 as well as create a 

layout for interfacing with global variables in dSPACE programs. The sampling frequency used 
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in this work is found to be 10 kHz. If the sampling frequency that is higher than 10 kHz is chosen, 

the ‘overrun error’ occurs, which indicates too much computational burden for the processor. The 

flow chart of the software is shown in Fig. 6.3. After initializing all the required variables, the 

timer interrupt routine is set up to read the values of the currents and rotor position every 100 μs. 

The motor currents obtained through analog to digital converter (ADC) channels 1 and 2 are 

multiplied by the gain 18.814 and 16.667, respectively in order to obtain the actual current values 

in software. These constants depend on the Hall-effect sensors specifications and the resistors used 

at the output node of these sensors and the resistors used in the interface circuit. After these 

digitalized currents in abc coordinates are converted into rotating reference frame of d-q axes 

coordinates.  

The rotor position is measured by encoder and can be calculated in radian by the equation 

of 2π/1024 x P, where P is the number of pulses counted in the counter. Once the rotor position 

angle is calculated, the rotor speed is computed from the measured rotor position angles using 

numerical backward differentiation. The speed error between actual and command is the input to 

the NFC which gives q-axis current, iq as output. Based on the proposed LMC and optimum id is 

calculated form iq and actual motor speed. to achieve high efficiency.  

 

6.3 Experimental Results and Discussion 
 

Experimental tests are performed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed NFC and LMC 

based IPMSM drive at different operating conditions. Experimental tests are also carried out for 

conventional PI controller in order to prove the superiority of the ANFIS to the PI controller. The 
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gains of the PI controller are chosen as KP=0.01 and KI=0.4 by trial and error method in order to 

get minimum overshoot and settling time at rated conditions. 

First the dynamic speed performance of the proposed ANFIS based LMC is tested. The 

starting responses of the IPMSM drive with PI and proposed ANFIS controller are shown in Fig. 

6.4. It is seen from Fig. 6.4(a) that with PI controller the motor can follow the command speed but 

it has high overshoot and higher settling time than the proposed ANFIS based NFC controller. It 

is seen from Fig. 6.4(b) that the proposed NFC can follow command speed with almost no steady-

state error and without overshoot/undershoot. The corresponding d-q axis currents, a-b phase 

currents and b-c phase currents for the proposed ANFIS controller are shown in Fig. 6.4(c)-(e), 

respectively. As the d-axis current is nonzero, it contributes to utilize the reluctance torque of the 

motor. The a-b and b-c phase currents indicate the balanced operation of the motor in real-time. 

Due to the limitation of the oscilloscope which have only 2 channels, the three phase currents could 

not be obtained, simultaneously. The performance for a step change in reference speed from 120 

rad/s to 150 rad/s is also investigated for both PI and proposed ANFIS controller at no load. The 

step change of command speed is applied using real-time Simulink step block and a timer. It is 

seen from Fig. 6.5(a) and (b) that the proposed ANFIS based IPMSM drive can follow the 

command speed faster and smoothly as compared to the PI controller. Even the PI controller 

exhibits small steady-state error.  

The robustness of the proposed ANFIS based NFC with sudden load variation is also tested 

in real-time. Fig. 6.6(a) and (b) show the experimental speed responses of the PI and proposed 

ANFIS controller for step decrease in load, respectively. It is clearly seen from these figures that 

the ANFIS based IPMSM drive can follow the command speed very quickly as compared to the 

conventional PI controller. Initially the motor was started with half load and then suddenly the 
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load was released. The resistance load was hooked up to a DC machine side of IPMSM and by 

turning the switches “on” and “off” the load was changed. Again, the proposed ANFIS based 

IPMSM drive is tested with step increase in load, the results are shown in Fig. 6.7. It is seen that 

the motor converges to its reference speed very quickly with a small dip in speed. The 

corresponding adjustments in q-axis current, line current and speed error are shown in Fig. 6.7(b)-

(d), respectively. With the increase of load the q-axis current increases to supply more torque.  

Fig. 6.8 shows another response of reference speed change from 130 rad/s to 170 rad/s for 

the proposed ANFIS controller. Fig. 6.8(a) shows the speed response, it is observed the actual 

speed follows the command speed quickly almost without any steady-state error. Fig. 6.8(b) and 

(c) shows the corresponding d-q axis currents and speed error, respectively.  

Now, the effectiveness of the LMC is tested in real-time. Fig. 6.9 shows the efficiency of 

approximately 84% when no LMA is used with ANFIS based IPMSM drive while the motor is 

running at rated speed with 30% rated load condition. Fig. 6.10 show the real-time experimental 

response of IPMSM drive with proposed LMA at rated speed and 30% rated load. The motor is 

tested at light load condition as the efficiency drops at light load. From Fig. 6.10, it clearly seen 

that the efficiency of the motor is approximately 87%. Which is almost 3% higher than without 

any LMA. Thus, it verifies the simulation results. Fig. 6.11 shows the power loss before and after 

LMA is initiated. As expected the significant power loss reduction is achieved by the proposed 

LMA.  Therefore, the performance of the proposed ANFIS and LMC based IPMSM drive has been 

found to be robust and stable while maintaining high efficiency in real-time for different operating 

conditions. However, there is some ripple in speed, which needs to be minimized. The total power 

loss PL and output power Pout is calculated using the Eqns. (3.26) and (3.23), respectively. From 

the PL and Pout the efficiency is calculated using Eqn. (3.25) and measured in real-time.  
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Fig. 6.4: Experimental starting responses at rated speed (183 rad/s) at 30% load; (a) PI based speed, 
(b) ANFIS based speed, (c) ANFIS based id and iq, (d) ANFIS based ia and ib, and (e) ANFIS based 
ib and ic. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 6.5: Experimental responses for a step increase in speed reference from 120 rad/s to 150 rad/s; 
(a) PI based speed, (b) ANFIS based speed, and (c) ANFIS based line current. 
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Fig. 6.6: Experimental speed responses for step decrease in load at 150 rad/s; (a) PI, and (b) 
ANFIS. 
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(d) 

Fig. 6.7: Experimental responses of the proposed ANFIS and LMC based drive for a step increase 
in load at 120 rad/s speed; (a) speed, (b), q-axis current, (c) line current, and (d) speed error. 
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Fig. 6.8: Experimental responses of the proposed ANFIS and LMC based drive for a step increase 
in speed reference from 130 rad/s to 170 rad/s; (a) speed, (b) id and iq currents, and (c) speed error. 
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(a) 

Actual speed 

Efficiency 

Fig. 6.10: Experimental efficiency response for the proposed ANFIS with LMC at rated speed 
(183 rad/s) and 30% rate load. 

 

Fig. 6.9: Experimental efficiency response of the proposed ANFIS without any LMA at rated 
speed (183 rad/s) and 30% rated load. 
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6.4 Concluding Remarks 
 

The detailed experimental implementation of the proposed NFC and LMC based IPMSM 

drive using dSPACE DSP board DS1104 has been presented in this Chapter. The performance of 

the proposed drive has been tested in real-time at different operating conditions such as sudden 

change in reference speed and load. In order to prove the superiority, the performance of the 

proposed NFC based drive has been compared with a conventional PI controller based drive. Due 

to incorporation of LMA, efficiency is improved as compared to without any LMA scheme. The 

performance of the proposed ANFIS and LMC drive has been found robust while maintaining high 

efficiency.    

Actual speed 

LMA is initiated at this 
point 

Power loss 

Fig. 6.11: Experimental power loss response for the proposed ANFIS with and without LMA at 
rated speed 183 rad/s and 30% rated load. 
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Chapter 7 

 

Conclusions 

As mentioned in Chapter 1 of this thesis, the loss minimization of IPMSMs can 

significantly contribute to overall energy saving considering the fact, that the ac motors consume 

more than half of the electric energy generated in the world. At the same time, the excellent 

dynamic performance of a controller has to be achieved in order to be used in high performance 

applications. In agreement with these requirements, in this thesis a loss model-based efficiency 

algorithm for vector controlled IPMSM drive has been developed. In order to achieve high 

dynamic performance (HPD), an adaptive backstepping-based nonlinear controller (ABNC) has 

been proposed. However, ABNC depends on the motor parameters and it requires lot of 

computation. To overcome these disadvantages, a new intelligent control has been proposed based 

on neuro-fuzzy controller (NFC). In recent years intelligent controllers such as FLC, ANN and 

NFC become popular for control of electric motors due to their inherent properties of 

generalization, parameter insensitivity, parallel processing and nonlinear mapping between input 

and output. The problem of controlling the electric motors in HPD is uncertainty of the motor 

model parameters. The intelligent controller adjusts the control output with different dynamic 

conditions with its inherent adaptive nature. Therefore, an ANFIS based NFC is developed with 

tuning the membership function. The design, analysis, simulation, real-time implementation and 

extensive experimental test results have been presented in this thesis.  
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In Chapter 1, the basic background of ac and dc motors have been presented. The literature 

review of conventional PI controller, adaptive controller, intelligent controller and various loss 

minimization algorithms (LMA) has been discussed in this thesis. In the literature review of LMA, 

few of the drawbacks were identified i.e. a long search time, torque pulsations, demand for the 

precise knowledge of a loss model and parameter dependency. A new loss model-based controller 

(LMC) combined with ABNC and NFC has been proposed in order to overcome the limitations 

and drawbacks of the existing loss minimization controllers.  

In Chapter 2, the mathematical model of IPMSM has been derived for vector control 

scheme. 

In Chapter 3, losses that are involved in IPMSM drives were classified and possible 

methods of loss reduction were explained. A mathematical model of IPMSM incorporating copper 

and iron losses has been developed.  A new LMA has been developed based on the steady state 

motor model. 

In Chapter 4, an ABNC has been developed for IPMSM drive incorporating LMA. Step-

by-step procedures for the control and parameter adaptation design have been proved. Stability 

analysis has also been presented. The simulation model for the proposed ABNC based LMA has 

been developed. The extensive simulation results at different operating conditions were shown. 

For the comparison purpose a conventional PI controller have also been developed. From the 

simulation results, the ABNC have been found to follow the reference speed smoothly and quickly 

maintaining the global stability. 

In Chapter 5, an ANFIS based NFC has been developed with tuning the membership 

function online. The tuning of the membership functions of the NFC is discussed in this chapter. 

The NFC is designed in such a way that the computational burdens remain low which is suitable 
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for real-time implementation. For the proposed NFC, the LMA has also been incorporated to 

achieve high efficiency while maintaining high performance. The extensive simulation results at 

different operating conditions were also shown. The performance of the proposed ANFIS based 

NFC has been found as superior to other controllers presented in this thesis as the membership 

functions as well as weights were tuned online for NFC. Therefore, only ANFIS real-time results 

have been presented. 

In Chapter 6 detailed implementation technique and experimental result of the proposed 

ANFIS and LMC based IPMSM drive have been presented. It has been found that the experimental 

results verify the simulation results shown in chapter 5. 

 

7.1 Achievements of the Thesis 
 

Achievements of the thesis can be summarized as follows: 

 Mathematical model of an IPMSM incorporating copper and iron losses has been derived. 

In these equations, no extra state variables are added while the losses are incorporated into 

the equations. Hence, this set of equation can be used to develop controllers that take 

copper and iron losses into account without adding too much complexity to the design. 

 A new loss model-based controller (LMC), which operates an IPMSM at the minimum loss 

point has been developed based on the steady-state motor model described in chapter 3. 

 An adaptive backstepping-based nonlinear control technique incorporating LMA has been 

developed for IPMSM. Stability of the ABNC based IPMSM drive has been proved by 

Lyapunov’s stability theory. Besides control laws, mechanical parameter estimation update 

laws have also been developed.  
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 An ANFIS and LMC based IPMSM has been developed. The performance of the controller 

has been investigated both in simulation and experiment at different operating conditions. 

The performance of the proposed ANFIS has been found as superior to other controllers 

presented in this thesis.  

 In development of an ANFIS based NFC, a back propagation algorithm for tuning of the 

membership functions and weights have been developed. Tuning of weights were 

performed indirectly by tuning precondition and consequent parameters.  

 

7.2 Future Work 
 

This thesis develops an LMA and different types of speed controller to achieve both high 

efficiency and high performance of IPMSM. Although simulation and experimental results show 

efficiency improvement and robustness of the controller but there are some possible improvement 

margins for the system which are as follows: 

 More research studies are being reported using the speed sensorless approach. 

Implementing speed sensorless will eliminate the need for an encoder as well as any 

difficulties associated with it.  

 In the development of the adaptive controller, only the mechanical parameters were 

estimated, d-q axes inductances are varying with different operating condition. So future 

work can be done with the estimation of electrical parameters too. 

 In future a speed ripple minimization technique need to be design to reduce the speed ripple 

in real-time.  
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Appendix – A 

 

IPMSM Parameters 
 

Number of phases 3 

Number of poles (P) 6 

Rated frequency (f) 87.5 Hz 

Rated power 5 HP 

Rated input voltage (Va) 183 V 

Rated input current (Ia) 14.2 A 

Rated torque (TL) 19 Nm 

Rated speed (ωr) 183 rad/s 

q-axis inductance (Lq) 5.06 mH 

d-axis inductance (Ld) 6.42 mH 

Stator resistance (Rs) 0.242 Ω 

Iron loss resistance (Rc) 7.5 Ω 

Inertia constant (J) 0.0133 kg∙m2 

Rotor friction constant (Bm) 0.001 Nm/rad/s 

Permanent magnet flux linkage (Ψ) 0.24 V/rad/s 
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Appendix – B 

 

Simulink Model 
 

  

Appendix B.1: DQ/ABC Vector Rotator 
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Appendix B.2: PWM Inverter Subsystem 
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Appendix B.3: Motor Subsystem 
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Appendix B.3.1: Co-ordinate Transformer Subsystem 
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Appendix B.3.2: Current Transformer Subsystem (Iq and Id Calculation) 
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Appendix B.3.3: Motor Output Subsystem 
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Appendix B.4: Parameter Estimator 
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Appendix B.5: Loss Minimization Controller 
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Appendix B.5.1: Power Loss Subsystem 
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Appendix B.6: Adaptive Controller 
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Appendix B.7: Loss Minimization Controller for NFC 
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Appendix B.8: Neuro Fuzzy Controller 
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Appendix B.8.1: Fuzzy Value Calculator Subsystem for Z function 
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Appendix B.8.2: Fuzzy Value Calculator Subsystem for Triangle function 
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Appendix B.8.3: Fuzzy Value Calculator Subsystem for S function 
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Appendix B.8.4: Membership Tuning Subsystem for b2 
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Appendix B.8.5: Membership Tuning Subsystem for b3 
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Appendix B.8.6: Membership Tuning Subsystem for a3 
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Appendix B.8.7: Membership Tuning Subsystem for b1 
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Appendix B.8.8: Membership Tuning Subsystem for a1 
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Appendix B.8.9: Tuning Subsystem for Consequent Parameter 
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Appendix C 

 

Drive and Interface Circuit 
 

R1=R2=R3=R4=R5=R6=1.5kΩ 

 

Appendix C.1: Base drive circuit for the inverter 
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Gain of Op-Amp (741CN) = 1+(R3/R2) 

Magnitude of resistors: 

 Current sensor for phase ‘a’ Current sensor for phase ‘b’ 

R1 98.7 Ω 99 Ω 

R2 1.8 kΩ 2 kΩ 

R3 5.5 kΩ 5.1 kΩ 

 

 

Appendix C.2: Interface circuit for the current sensor 
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Appendix D 
Real-Time Simulink Model 
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